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Abstract
Characterized by multiple antennas at both ends of a wireless link, multiple-input multipleoutput (MIMO) communication systems potentially offer a tremendous increase in data rate
compared to single-antenna systems, without the need for additional power or bandwidth.
This is possible because several spatial subchannels are opened between the transmitter and
the receiver, through which several data symbols can be spatially multiplexed. These spatial
subchannels can be used to simultaneously serve either multiple users in a space division
multiple access (SDMA) system or a single user in a time division multiple access system.
Ideally, the antennas are placed so that the corresponding MIMO channel matrix has
uncorrelated elements.

Unfortunately, because of practical physical constraints on the

positioning of antennas, correlations within the channel matrix are unavoidable.

These

correlations diminish the degree of independence between the subchannels, which in turn
significantly reduce channel capacity as compared to the ideal, uncorrelated, case.
To help reduce the channel matrix correlations, in this thesis we recommend distributing
the basestation antennas as small arrays of antennas at several different sites around the
microcell, instead of placing them all at a single site. We show this to be a very effective
strategy for recovering some of the throughput loss compared to the uncorrelated case.
To further reduce the degradation due to correlations, we propose novel correlation
reduction algorithms (decorrelation algorithms) based on antenna and user selection.

In

addition to reducing system complexity (since only a limited number of antennas may be
active at any given time), these algorithms aim at improving the MIMO channel ergodic
capacity by reducing channel matrix correlations while enhancing the spatial separability of
the mobile users in a multi-user environment.
Performance evaluation results, obtained through computer simulation, confirm the
advantages of distributing the basestation antennas, and demonstrate the effectiveness of the
decorrelation algorithms. We consider a frequency selective Ricean fading MIMO channel
with lognormal shadowing and correlated channel matrix entries (according to the angles of
departure/arrival, angular spectrum and angular spread at each array) and with different
pathlosses to each array site. We assume perfect channel knowledge at both the transmitter
and receiver, and orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is used for
transmission.
ii
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Abbreviations and Acronyms
AoA

Angle of arrival.

AoD

Angle of departure.
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Additive white Gaussian noise.
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Bit error rate.
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Base station.
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Cumulative distribution function.
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Discrete Fourier transform.
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Media access control.
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Multiple-input single-output.
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PDP

Power delay profile.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Motivation
1.1 Wireless Communication Systems
Wireless systems are being implemented throughout the world to meet the increasing
consumer demand. Cellular mobile systems, wireless local area networks (LAN) and
digital cordless telephony are examples o f such systems.
Cellular mobile systems are growing at about 40% per year and are expected to
continue in this trend for several years. In cellular mobile systems, the area to be served is
divided into several cells and each cell has a basestation, connected to a mobile telephone
switching office, that serves several mobile users (Figure 1.1). The basestation transmits
to the users in the downlink transmission while in the uplink, the mobile users transmit to
the basestation [1].
Wireless LANs (WLANs) are also spreading at a tremendous speed nowadays. They
are easy to install, scalable and have flexible configurations which can be as simple as
peer-to-peer topologies, or complex multiuser networks. Examples are the home wireless
Internet routers and Wireless Fidelity (WiFi) technology, a recent wide-spreading WLAN
that uses specifications conforming to the IEEE 802.1 lb/g standards. WiFi has gained
acceptance in many environments as an alternative to a wired LAN. Many airports,
hotels, and other services offer public access to WiFi networks so people can log onto the
Internet and receive emails on the move. These locations are known as hotspots.
Another new standard is worldwide interoperability for microwave access (WiMAX)
which is a wireless technology that provides high-throughput broadband connections over
long distances [2]. WiMAX is based on the IEEE 802.16d air interface standard and is
used for fixed broadband wireless access systems employing a point-to-multipoint
architecture. WiMAX can be used for a number o f applications, including "last mile"
broadband connections, hotspots and cellular backhaul, and high-speed enterprise
1
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BS
MTSO

PSTN
TTTJ

TJTJ

Figure 1.1. A cellular system.
connectivity for business. The so-called “last mile” of broadband is the most expensive
and most difficult for broadband providers, and WiMAX provides an easy solution.
Because o f the huge market demand, wireless communication has seen a surge o f
research activities during the last two decades. The tremendous demand for high data rate
cellular telephony in particular and for wireless applications in general is one factor that
ignited this activity. Another factor is the explosive improvement in VLSI technology
which enabled the implementation of sophisticated signal processing algorithms and
coding techniques in small-size, low-power communication devices.
Wireless communications, in contrast to wireline communications, is faced with
many challenging problems such as fading and interference. Small-scale fading, due to
multipath signal propagation, and large-scale fading, due to pathloss and shadowing, both
cause a time variation of the power transfer gain o f the wireless channel. Interference can
be classified as intra-cell interference, between users and the basestation within the same
cell, and inter-cell interference, between users and basestations in different cells.
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3

To briefly understand fading, consider a wireless channel with one transmitting and
receiving antenna (Figure 1.2). The transmitted signal will arrive at the receiving antenna
through a number o f distinct paths. These paths are caused by signal reflections and
scattering off fixed objects such as buildings, hills, trees and moving objects such as
vehicles and people. Each of these paths has a distinct delay, angle o f arrival and gain.
These paths will be added at the receiving antenna constructively or/and destructively and
can cause the received signal to vary as a function of frequency, time and space. These
variations are called fading. Figure 1.3 shows the typical received signal power over time.
It can be seen that the signal level may experience deep nulls leading to an unreliable
wireless link.
Due to the above mentioned problems, wireless systems are power, bandwidth and
complexity limited which results in less capacity compared to wireline systems.
Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems, and orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM), are two techniques that, if appropriately combined, have the
potential to provide data transmission with very high spectral efficiency and thereby meet
the high speed requirement of future wireless systems.

1.2 MIMO Systems and Achievable Gains
By employing multiple-input (transmit) and multiple-output (receive) antennas, MIMO
communication systems can exploit the space domain to significantly increase the system
capacity over single-input single-output (SISO) systems. Research in this area became
more intense after the pioneering work by Foschini [3] and Telatar [4] that predicted
significant spectral efficiencies for wireless MIMO systems when the channel exhibits
rich scattering and is known to one or both ends o f the wireless link.
The large capacity achieved from MIMO systems makes them an ideal candidate for
future wireless systems. This capacity increase is considered “for free”, compared to
SISO systems, as it is achieved without additional power or bandwidth and is mainly due
to spatial multiplexing gain in addition to diversity and array gains. Various parameters
determine the amount o f gain that can be achieved from a MIMO system, including, for
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Single Path
Scatterer

Transmit

Receive

Antenna
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Figure 1.2. Multipaths in a wireless channel.

example, system structure, the transmit and receive strategies, the channel properties and
the accuracy o f the channel state information (CSI) at the transmitter and the receiver. In
order to capture array and diversity gains, the knowledge of the CSI at the receiver and/or
the transmitter is usually required [5]. Without the knowledge of the CSI at the
transmitter, spatial multiplexing gain can be achieved using space-time block coding or
space-time trellis coding [6] [7] [8], while with knowledge of the CSI at the transmitter
spatial multiplexing gain can be optimally achieved using eigen beamforming.

1.2.1 Array Gain
Array gain leads to an increase in average signal to noise ratio (SNR) at the receiving
antennas due to coherent combining o f the signals received at each antenna. Array gain
can be achieved at the receiving antennas by matching the phases o f the received signals
at the antennas then adding them (i.e. coherent combining). If the CSI is known at the
transmitter, array gain can also be achieved from the transmitting antennas by adjusting
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the phases o f the transmitted signals such that they arrive coherently (in-phase) to each
receiving antenna [9].
With channel knowledge at both the transmitter and the receiver, array gain can be
obtained at both ends of the wireless link. Array gain can be viewed as an enhancement
o f antenna gain by adjusting the look direction (power pattern) o f the antenna array
towards the target instead o f wasting the power pattern o f the array evenly towards all
directions (i.e. isotropic antenna).
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1.2.2 Diversity Gain
Because the power of the signal in a wireless channel fluctuates due to fading, diversity is
used to reduce or combat this fluctuation. For example, in a system where the receiver
has multi-antennas, the receiver may see (depending on different environmental and/or
system conditions) independently faded copies of the same transmitted signal. The
number of these copies depends on the available number o f diversity branches between
the transmitter and the receiver. It is unlikely that all branches are heavily attenuated
simultaneously. The receiver will combine these received independent signals such that
the resulting signal will have reduced amplitude fluctuations.
The number of these independent branches is called the diversity order. These
branches might be in the time, frequency and/or space domains. The actual realized
diversity order depends on the design o f the transmitter and/or receiver. Good design will
exploit all available diversity. Using space-time diversity coding, for example, the
maximum diversity order is possibly obtained with or without channel knowledge at the
transmitter but array gain cannot be obtained at transmitter without knowledge o f CSI at
the transmitter [10].

1.2.3 Spatial Multiplexing Gain
The gain in ergodic capacity, over SISO systems, resulting from the use o f multiple
antennas is called the spatial multiplexing gain. Spatial multiplexing means multiplexing
different transmitted signals simultaneously in the same frequency band [6][11][12].
While increasing diversity results in an increase in average received SNR, spatial
multiplexing is a technique that increases the data rate o f the system. In spatial
multiplexing, more than one symbol can be transmitted in each channel use. Spatial
multiplexing is possible only in cases of multiple antennas at both ends o f the wireless
link [3][13],
The main reason behind the huge spectral efficiency o f MIMO channels is that,
beside the increase in spatial diversity order, the rich scattering environment around the
transmitting and receiving antennas provides several independent transmission paths
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(spatial subchannels) between the transmitting and receiving antenna arrays. The number
of these paths is equal to the rank o f the matrix representing the channel gains between
the transmitting and receiving antenna arrays (the channel matrix). Therefore, for a
system with nj transmitting antennas and hr receiving antennas, up to rig = min {nj, riR)
independent paths can each carry one data symbol in each channel use [4] [29]. Thus the
channel capacity increases linearly with the same factor («#) compared to a SISO wireless
link. This capacity increase is conditional upon the existence o f a wireless channel with a
rich scattering environment that makes the channel matrix o f foil rank and uncorrelated
entries and on the knowledge of CSI at the receiving side and/or transmitting side o f the
wireless link. Figure 1.4 shows the increase in ergodic channel capacity with the increase
o f the number of antennas at both ends of an uncorrelated Rayleigh channel.
Space-time signal processing can permit the multiple antennas at the basestation to
communicate with several spatially dispersed mobile users. This is another form of
spatial multiplexing where multiple data symbols are simultaneously transmitted, and on
the same frequency band, to serve multiple users. In the uplink transmission, with CSI
knowledge at the basestation, signals of different users can be distinguished at the
basestation based on the different spatial signatures o f each user. In the downlink case,
pre-processing of users signals enables the transmission o f several data symbols
simultaneously to each user with minimum inter-user interference. This is the so called
space division multiple access (SDMA) [14][15].
Using multiple antennas, inter-user interference can be greatly reduced. For example,
unwanted mobile users can be nulled by the basestation and most of the power can be
directed towards the desired mobile user(s) (see Figure 1.5). The importance o f SDMA in
wireless is not only because of its multiple access capability, but also because it allows
channel reuse within the cell, resulting in a significant increase in spectral efficiency
[15][16].
Several SDMA signaling schemes have been proposed in numerous references.
Nishimura et al. compared two downlink beamforming methods (Figure 1.6)., a general
beamformer, which maximizes the signal transmitted to the desired user (i.e. maximize
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the power pattern of the basestation antennas toward the desired user) and a null steering
beamformer that ensures that a signal transmitted to a user is nulled to all other users.
Computer simulations results show that the null steering scheme yields better
performance than the other scheme even when using receive MRC [17].
In another work by Nishimura et al., a downlink zeroforcing SDMA technique is
proposed that transmits a single data symbol to each o f the two co-existing mobile users
[18]. The technique selects one antenna (out o f the two user’s antennas) that has the
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lowest spatial correlations. A signal transmitted to one user’s antenna is nulled on the
other user’s selected antenna. This technique is simple but the achieved system
throughput is relatively low, since it is a MISO rank one channel and it is valid for two
users only.
A different nullsteering technique was proposed by Rim et al. [19]. It is a downlink
SDMA with rtr antennas at the basestation and hr at each o f the nu mobile stations. The
channel is assumed to be quasi-stationary flat fading with a rich scattering environment.
It is also assumed that the CSI is known at the transmitter (basestation). Computer
simulations showed that the proposed technique, which can transmit multiple data
streams to each user, achieved much higher downlink channel capacity than conventional
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single user MIMO techniques such as open loop MIMO (where CSI is unknown at the
transmitter) and singular value decomposition MIMO. The whole process is complicated
and cumbersome as the number o f users and antennas is increased and it assumes
uncorrelated users channel matrices.
In addition to the above SDMA techniques, Choi and Murch introduced a downlink
pre-processing technique that decomposes multi-user uncorrelated MIMO flat fading
channels into multiple parallel independent single-user MIMO downlink channels [20].
Spencer et al. presented a technique that diagonalizes a multi-user MIMO channel such
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that each multi-antenna user can receive multiple data streams in each channel use [21].
Appendix A gives a brief review of beamforming and SDMA techniques.

1.3 MIMO-OFDM Wireless Systems
Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is a modulation technique in which
a wide band signal is divided into several orthogonal narrow signals (subcarriers or
tones) and all are transmitted in parallel (multiplexed in the frequency domain). OFDM
allows the spectrum o f each tone to overlap, and because they are orthogonal, they do not
interfere with each other. The information is modulated onto a tone by adjusting the
tone's phase, amplitude, or both. In the most basic form, a tone may be on (used) or off
(unused) to indicate a one or a zero bit of information, however, either phase shift keying
(PSK) or quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) is typically employed. The OFDM
system splits the input data stream into N parallel data streams each at a rate o f 1IN of the
original rate. Each stream is then mapped to a tone at a unique frequency and combined
together using the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) to yield the time-domain
waveform to be transmitted.
The main reason for using OFDM is that OFDM modulation turns a frequencyselective fading channel into a set o f parallel frequency-flat fading channels. This
simplifies multi-channel equalization, since for every OFDM tone a narrow-band receiver
can be employed.
OFDM can also be used as a multiple-access technique, because an individual tone or
groups o f tones can be assigned to different users. Multiple users share a given bandwidth
in this manner, yielding the system called orthogonal frequency division multiple access
(OFDMA). Each user can be assigned a predetermined number of tones when they have
information to send, or alternatively, a user can be assigned a variable number o f tones
based on the amount o f information they have to send. The assignments are controlled by
the media access control (MAC) layer, which schedules the resource assignments based
on user demand [22]. The new WiMAX standard (IEEE 802.16 d,e) is an OFDMA based
technology.
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Using OFDM in a MIMO system provides a set of parallel frequency flat MIMO
channels, and spatial multiplexing and SDMA can be applied independently over each of
these channels [23] [24]. However, there are several important issues that need to be
addressed for MIMO-OFDM systems to be effective. These include, amongst others,
channel estimation, unequal error protection in OFDM, power gain imbalances, and
correlations between channel matrix elements.

1.3.1 Channel Estimation
MIMO system capacity is greatest when accurate CSI is available at both the transmitter
and receiver, enabling the use of transmit beamforming and the corresponding receive
signal processing. The ability to accurately estimate the channel at the receiver and feed
this information back to the transmitter is therefore an important system requirement.
One o f the most popular approaches to downlink channel estimation is channel
probing with user feedback. This approach suggests to probe the downlink channel by
transmitting training signals from the base station to each user and then to estimate the
channel from feedback reports provided by the users. When OFDM is used over a
frequency selective fading MIMO channel, the channel has to be estimated for each
subcarrier by distributing pilot tones across the subcarriers (and across OFDM symbols,
for time varying channels) with certain spacing and then interpolation is performed to
estimate the channels that do not carry pilot tones.
To be able to interpolate the channel estimates both in time and frequency from the
available pilots, the pilot spacing has to fulfill the Nyquist sampling theorem, which
states that the sampling interval must be smaller than the inverse o f the double-sided
bandwidth of the sampled signed. For the case o f OFDM, this means that there exists both
a minimum subcarrier spacing and a minimum symbol spacing between pilots. By
choosing the pilot spacing much smaller than these minimum requirements, good channel
estimation can be made with a relatively easy algorithm. The more pilots are used,
however, the smaller the effective SNR that becomes available for data symbols. Hence,
the pilot density is a tradeoff between channel estimation performance and SNR loss [22].
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For a quasi static channel, the packet length is short enough to assume a constant
channel during the length of the packet. This means there is no need to estimate time
fading, which greatly simplifies the channel estimation problem. The other advantage o f
channel estimation across the tones only is to avoid the delay o f several symbols before
the first channel estimates can be calculated, from the pilots scattered over several OFDM
data symbols. Any delay in the reception o f a packet will also delay the acknowledgment
and hence decrease the effective throughput o f the system. Such a delay is undesirable in
packet transmission like in an IEEE 802.11a wireless LAN, which requires an
acknowledgment to be sent after each packet transmission. For the specific problem of
channel estimation in packet transmission systems, the most appropriate approach seems
to be the use of a preamble consisting of one or more known OFDM symbols. The packet
starts with two OFDM symbols for which all data values are known. These training
symbols can be used to obtain channel estimates, as well as a frequency offset estimate.

1.3.2 Unequal Error Protection
In a frequency selective fading channel, the subcarriers o f the OFDM symbol will arrive
at the receiving antennas with different amplitudes. In fact, some subcarriers may be
completely lost because of deep fades. Hence, even though most subcarriers may be
detected without errors, the overall bit error rate (BER) will be largely dominated by a
few subcarriers with the smallest amplitudes, for which the BER is very high. To avoid
this domination by the weakest subcarriers, forward error correction coding is essential.
In channel coding, redundancy is introduced into the transmitted data. This redundancy
can be exploited, at the receiver, to protect the information being transmitted over the
channel by correcting channel errors. By using coding across the subcarriers, errors o f
weak subcarriers can be corrected up to a certain limit that depends on the strength o f the
code used and the channel properties. A powerful coding means that the performance o f
an OFDM link is determined by the average received power, rather than by the power o f
the weakest subcarrier.
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1.3.3 Antenna Selection
Complexity and cost are significant problems of any MIMO system due to the
requirement of a large number o f complete radio frequency (RF) chains. This complexity
is sometimes undesirable especially for the mobile station because RF elements can be a
significant cost factor. For this reason there is a great interest in antenna selection
schemes [25].
By using only a small subset o f available antennas, the number of RF chains can be
reduced, decreasing system complexity and cost, with only a small performance loss
compared to a full-complexity system [26].

1.3.4 Power Gain Imbalance
Because the mobile users are usually located at different distances from the basestation, a
near-far problem is created which in turn makes the channel matrix seen by the
basestation to all served mobile users heavily “imbalanced”. Such an unbalanced channel
matrix has a high eigenvalue spread (rank inefficient) which results in low total channel
capacity. In an uplink scenario, the strong signal from a nearby user may overwhelm the
weak signal from a distant user, thereby reducing capacity. Transmit power control
strategies are helpful in compensating for this imbalance.

1.3.5 Channel Matrix Correlations
The correlations within the MIMO channel matrix are an important factor governing the
capacity o f the wireless channel. They depend heavily on the scattering environment,
antenna configuration, angular spread, angular spectrum and the angles o f arrival and
departure o f the waves. In SDMA systems, when two or more users are close to each
other or when the scattering environment is in such a way that makes the spatial
signatures o f the users almost identical, then the channel matrices of these users will
become highly correlated (inter-user correlations). This makes user separability very
difficult if not impossible, which will become a source of outage or link failure.
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Large channel matrix correlations may decrease the number o f non-zero eigenvalues
and increase the eigenvalues spread. This in turn reduces the number of available spatial
subchannels, which is the rank, and also greatly varies the gains o f these subchannels
which leads to an increase of the condition number o f the channel matrix. This is a
reduced rank scenario with a high eigenvalue spread which results in a significant
reduction o f the channel capacity [27][28].
While the mobile user is usually immersed in a rich scattering environment, the
basestation antennas are usually located on a tower with no nearby scatterers. This
decreases the angular spread and may, consequently, increase the channel matrix
correlations. A very significant multiplexing gain o f MIMO systems is achieved when the
basestation antennas are immersed in a scattering environment [27] [29].
Line o f sight (LOS) conditions often create undesirable MIMO conditions (i.e. high
condition number). When the basestation antennas are located at the top o f the
basestation tower, the LOS condition is expected. The ability of the mobile user antennas
to resolve different transmitted basestation symbols decreases with the existence of LOS
(a non-scattering environment) [27] [29].

1.4 Thesis Overview
Although all of the above issues are essential for MIMO-OFDM systems, in this thesis
we limit our focus primarily to the channel matrix correlation issue. The reason for doing
so is because correlations can have a significant negative effect on system capacity
[27][28][29], and yet the vast majority o f relevant SDMA studies, such as those listed in
Section 1.2.3, have assumed an uncorrelated channel matrix, even though such
correlations are almost guaranteed to occur in practice. A notable exception is the work
by Nishimura et al. [18], but that is severely limited in its scope to only two users, with
two antennas each.
In this thesis we study the negative effects of correlations and propose and explore
decorrelation techniques for mitigating theses effects. Although the primary focus is on
the correlation issue, the proposed techniques are based on the issue of antenna and user
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selection, and are also applicable to the power gain imbalance problem, so these two
additional issues are also investigated in a secondary fashion.
We propose decorrelation algorithms, in single user and multi-user propagation
scenarios, in a MIMO antenna configuration where the basestation antennas are
distributed as multi-antenna arrays distributed at different sites in the microcell. The
arrays are assumed to be mounted at low elevations on building walls or street poles, and
are assumed to communicate with the central base station, where all signal processing is
performed, via optical fibers, which are well known to have very low loss and enormous
bandwidth, using radio over fiber (RoF) technology [30][31][32][33].
In radio-over-fiber communication systems, the light source (i.e. the laser diode) is
modulated (electrical/optical (E/O) converter) by the RF signal, and then the light is
transmitted in analog form to the receiving end where it is detected using
optical/electrical (O/E) converters (Figure 1.7). So only simple O/E, and may be E/O,
converters and RF amplifiers are needed at the antenna arrays [30][31][33]. This
centralized processing infrastructure is simple because there is no need for RF frequency
conversion or sophisticated receiver hardware at the antenna sites and it allows dynamic
RF carrier and/or OFDM sub-carrier allocation from the centralized base station.
Having the arrays placed at such low elevation and close to the mobile user (within
few hundreds o f meters) creates a different scattering environment from one array to
another and may create a (LOS) condition for the channel matrix.
With such an antenna configuration, the space domain is significantly improved as
different channel properties are created at each array, due to different surrounding
scatterers, such as angular spread, angular spectrum, angles of arrival and departure,
LOS, shadowing and pathloss. As shown in this thesis, this configuration enhance the
balance o f the MIMO channel matrix and leads to significant decrease in the eigenvalue
spread and the condition number of the channel matrix which results in the reduction o f
intra-user and inter-user correlations, provided the proposed decorrelation algorithms are
used.
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In addition we show that the near-far problem is significantly reduced in the
distributed base station antennas scenario. While a MIMO channel with co-located base
station antennas may cause a severe imbalance within the channel matrix, due to different
distances of the mobile users to the base station, the distributed base station antennas
configuration significantly balances the channel matrix and more balance is achieved
with more distributed arrays.
The main thesis contributions are as follows.
•

We model a correlated, frequency selective Ricean fading MIMO channel in which
multi-antenna mobile users are communicating with the basestation through multi
antenna arrays that are distributed over different sites within the microcell. Each array
may have a different pathloss, shadowing and correlation matrix. We generate the
correlation matrices assuming that a multi-cluster o f waves is impinging on each
antenna array and each cluster may have different scattering parameters (angular
spread, angular spectrum and angle of arrival /or departure).
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•

In a single user propagation scenario; we develop selection algorithms both in the
space dimension (distributed antennas) and in the frequency dimension (OFDM
tones) that aim to reduce the intra-user correlation and maximize the power transfer
gain of the channel matrix which results in significant enhancement in system
performance.

•

In a downlink multiuser (each with several antennas) propagation scenario, we
develop a decorrelation algorithm that enhances the spatial separability o f the mobile
users. The decorrelation algorithm selects mobile users, in each OFDM tone, with
low pair-wise cross correlations. The ability of the base station to spatially separate
several users depends on the pair wise cross-correlations between the channel
matrices of the users. For a multi-user propagation scenario two types o f correlations
have to be taken into account; the correlation between the entries o f the channel
matrix of each user (intra-user correlations), and the correlation between the channel
matrix of a user to that o f other users (inter-user correlations). To be able to separate
users spatially (using SDMA techniques), it is essential that their channel matrices be
decorrelated. If it happens that two or more users come close to each other (or the
scattering environment is in such a way that correlates the spatial signatures o f the
users) and the antennas of the basestation are co-located then it's highly likely that
their channel matrices be highly correlated. But if the antennas of the basestation are
distributed as arrays and only users with low pair-wise cross-correlations are selected
in each tone, then the system performance will be significantly enhanced. Distributing
the arrays around the users also balances the channel matrix leading to significant
reduction in the effect of the near-far problem. We develop a SDMA signaling
scheme in which several data symbols can be spatially multiplexed to each selected
user over each assigned OFDM tone (water filling is used to determine the relative
power o f each symbol) with high reliability and with good system throughput.

•

The decorrelation algorithm shows significant improved performance in another
simpler downlink SDMA zeroforcing signaling scheme, where each selected user has
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a single antenna and the base station is transmitting one symbol to each user in each
assigned OFDM tone.
•

We propose a decorrelation algorithm for an uplink multi-user propagation scenario.
We use an uplink SDMA signaling scheme in which the basestation, with distributedadaptive antenna arrays, employs the decorrelation algorithm to improve the spatial
separation o f mobile users and reduce the training time needed for the convergence of
the filter weights (using an iterative least mean square (LMS) adaptive algorithm).
Distributing the base station antennas also contributes to the reduction of the training
time as it reduces the eigenvalue spread o f the channel matrix.

•

In another uplink multi-user propagation scenario, we extend the decorrelation
algorithm into a signaling scheme in which mobile users spatially multiplex their
signals (Alamouti space-time-block codes) to the distributed antennas base station.
The decorrelation algorithm significantly improves the spatial separation o f the
selected users, in each assigned OFDM tone, leading to significant performance
improvement.

These contributions have been presented in the following journal and conference papers:
1. N. H. Dawod, I. Marsland and R. Hafez “Improved transmit null steering for MIMOOFDM downlinks with distributed basestation antenna arrays,” IEEE Journal on
Selected Areas in Communications, vol. 24, pp. 419-426, March 2006.
2. N. H. Dawod, R. Hafez and I. Marsland “An uplink SDMA system with reduced nearfar problem and inter-user correlations,” accepted for publication at IEEE Vehicular
Technology Conference -Fall, Montreal, Canada, Sept. 2006.
3. N. H. Dawod, R. Hafez and I. Marsland “A multiuser zeroforcing system with reduced
near-far Problem and MIMO channel correlations,” IEEE Canadian Conference on
Electrical and Computer Engineering, Ottawa Canada, May 2006, pp. 306-309,.
4. N. H. Dawod, R. Hafez and I. Marsland “Multicarrier SDMA system with reduced
intra-user cross-correlations,” German Space Center, 5th international workshop,
multi-carrier spread-spectrum MC-SS 2005, Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany, Sept.2005,
pp. 283-290.
5. N. H. Dawod, R. Hafez and I. Marsland “Comparative performance of an enhanced
downlink SDMA based MIMO-OFDM system with a TDMA based MIMO-OFDM
system,” IASTED, CSA 2005, Banff, Canada, July 2005, pp. 32-35.
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6. N. H. Dawod, R. Hafez and I. Marsland “Uplink multiuser MIMO-OFDM in widely
spaced antenna arrays,” IEEE Canadian Conference on Electrical and Computer
Engineering 2005, Saskatoon, Canada, May 2005, pp. 144-148.
7. N. H. Dawod, R. Hafez and I. Marsland, “ Performance of widely spaced antenna
arrays in correlated-Ricean MIMO-OFDM channels,” World Wireless Congress,
WWC'2005, San Francisco, USA, May 2005.
8. N. H. Dawod, R. Hafez and I. Marsland “Spatially multiplexing multiuser space-time
block codes in a MIMO channel with distributed basestation antenna arrays,”
Wireless2005, Calgary, Canada, July 2005.
9. N. H. Dawod, R. Hafez and I. Marsland, “Performance o f MIMO-OFDM in widely
spaced antenna arrays,” Wireless2004, Calgary, Canada, July 2004, pp. 42-46.
The thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we describe a MIMO-OFDM
channel model with distributed basestation antennas. In Chapter 3, we present a review o f
the capacity of MIMO channels, spatial diversity and the impact o f the channel
parameters on the channel capacity. In Chapters 4, 5 and 6 we present our main thesis
contributions. In Chapter 4, we present antenna selection algorithms that aim at the
decorrelation o f single-user MIMO channel matrix. Decorrelation o f downlink multi-user
MIMO channels is presented in Chapter 5, and decorrelation of uplink multi-user MIMO
channels is presented in Chapter 6. Our conclusions are presented in Chapter 7, also with
suggestions for future research. Finally, a brief review on beamforming and SDMA is
given in appendix A.
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Chapter 2
A MIMO Channel Model with Distributed Basestation Antennas
Wireless communication systems are continually targeting the high data rates and link
reliability of wireline systems. Fading, interference, and the limitation o f power,
bandwidth and complexity are obstacles in the way of this target. This is true when
looking at both systems by the eye o f time and frequency domains only, but adding the
recently exploited space domain (pioneered by Foschini [3] and Telatar [4]), by
employing multiple transmit and receive antennas to the wireless link, greatly improves
the wireless channel spectral efficiency [34]. This high spectral efficiency is achievable at
no increase in power nor bandwidth o f the transmitted signal when the channel is richly
scattered and with accurately tracked variations. In this chapter we describe a practical
MIMO channel model, in which the basestation antennas are distributed as multi-antenna
arrays, that will be considered in the signaling schemes presented in chapters four to six
of this thesis.

2.1 Signal Distortion in Wireless Channels
The transmitted signal, while propagating to the receiving antenna, will be subjected to
reflections and scattering from the physical environment, so the signal will follow
multiple spatial paths to reach its destination. The signal will be attenuated due to
pathloss, long term fading (shadowing) and short term fading (multipath fading).

2.1.1 Pathloss
Caused mainly by inverse distance factor, the pathloss (in dB) for a signal path o f length
d > d 0 metres where d 0 is the close-in reference distance, is given by [35][36]
P L= PL0+lOy\oglo( d /d 0)
where PL0 is the pathloss at a distance o f d Q, and y is the pathloss exponent.
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2.1.2 Long Term Fading (Shadowing)
Shadowing is caused by obstacles between the transmitter and the receiver such as
buildings, trees, mountains, etc. It is known as long term fading because the effect varies
slowly over time. Jakes has observed that the logarithm of the average o f the received
power is close to normal distribution so its said that shadowing (in dB) has a normal
distribution, with zero mean and a standard deviation o f a s , where it depends on the
physical environment [37][38][39].

2.1.3 Short Term Fading (Multipath Fading)
Short term fading results from receiving different slightly delayed copies of the signal at
the receiving antenna. Copies that have almost the same phase will add constructively
and copies with different phases will add destructively. Different phases are due to
different travelled distances and/or different scattering environments. This phenomenon
causes large variations in signal power even when the mobile device is moved over only
a short distance. For example at a carrier frequency of 2.4GHz the opposite phase case
occurs at a movement o f XCI 2 - 6.25cm, so significant power variations occur
frequently.
According to the central limit theorem, the aggregation o f a large number of
independent identically distributed copies o f the signal (that result in fading) will make
the received signal (the in-phase and quadrature phase components) appear to be an
independent zero mean Gaussian process whose envelope is Rayleigh distributed.
This multipath propagation spreads the signal in the frequency domain due to
variation of the channel during signal transmission (time-selective fading), spreads the
signal in the time domain due to delayed arrival of the signal copies (frequency-selective
fading), and spreads the signal in the angular domain because the signal is received
randomly from different directions depending on the environment (space-selective
fading).
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2.1.3.1 Time Selective Fading
The fading process affecting the received signal varies randomly over time, resulting in
time-selective fading. These variations are caused by slight movements o f the scatterers
(e.g., due to wind), the transmitter, and/or the receiver. The speed by which the channel
varies is a function of the speed o f movement o f the objects and of the RF frequency used
by the signal. The coherence time, is used to characterize the time selectivity o f the
channel. It is a measure of how fast the channel changes in time. The larger the coherence
time the slower the channel fluctuates during signal transmission.

2.1.3.2 Frequency Selective Fading
In a multipath propagation environment, each path will introduce a different propagation
delay, depending on the length o f the path. The separation between the paths increases
exponentially with the delay, so it is normally not fixed, and path amplitudes decreases
exponentially with the delay. The range of possible delays is a random variable whose
variability is due to channel variations, and its root mean square (rms) value is called the
delay spread [40]. The delay spread makes the channel act like a multi-tap finite impulse
response (FIR) filter which causes the fading o f the channel to be frequency selective.The
coherence bandwidth, characterizes the frequency selectivity of the channel and is
inversely proportional to the delay spread [40].

2.1.3.3 Space Selective Fading
Scatterers, surrounding the receiving antenna, act like virtual transmitting antennas that
transmit the same signal but scaled differently and delivered from different angles to the
receiving antenna. The range o f angles o f arrival (AoA) of waves to the receiving antenna
is called the angular spread. This angular spread is a random variable with pdf p 9(0),
the angular spectrum, which depends on the distribution of scatterers around the
receiving array [41]. Because the amplitude o f the signal induced on the receiving
antenna changes according to the received (differently scaled) waves o f different AoA,
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space-selective fading is the natural result of this angular spread. The coherence distance
characterizes the space-selective fading and is inversely proportional to the angular
spread. The autocorrelation between the signals induced on an antenna array due to the
arrival o f a wave with AoA o f 9X and another wave with AoA of 92 determines the
coherence distance [41]. The angular spread at the transmitting antenna is the range of
angles o f departure (AoD) of the waves that scatter at the scatterers, in the vicinity of the
transmitter, that deliver these waves to the receiver.

2.2 Physical Modeling of MIMO Channels
As shown in Figure 2.1, assume we have a linear antenna array composed o f riR = 2
antenna elements spaced uniformly by a distance D R and that a signal s ( t) is impinging
on this array with an angle of arrival o f 9R, with

s ( t) = v ( t) e j2*J '

(2.2)

where v ( t) is the lowpass information signal o f bandwidth W, and f c is the carrier
frequency.
This wave will induce a signal on each antenna element of the array. After impinging
on the first antenna element, the wavefront will travel distance DR cos(9R) and then
impinge on the second antenna element after Te seconds,
where
D r c o s (9 r ) = P R c o s (0 r )

0

> r
c

\ */

\ f c

and c is the speed o f light and \ - c I f c is the wavelength of the carrier.
Assume that the signal induced on the first element is rx(t) = s(t). Although the power
pattern o f the first antenna element is not identical to that of the second one and the wave
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Figure 2.1. Wave front impinging on a two element antenna array.

while propagating the small distance D R cos(0R) may be attenuated, we can nonetheless
assume that the additional attenuation is negligible, so the signal induced on the second
element will be
r1( t ) ^ s ( t - T h ) = v ( t - T , y 1'r-" -T“ ’.

(2.4)

Furthermore, under the assumption that the additional propagation delay is much less
than the transmission symbol rate (i.e., under narrow band conditions such that
T8r <sc 1I W \ then
v ( t - T 9R) ^ v ( t ) ,
so
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j 2 w f c U - T e„ )

r2( t ) = v ( t - T BR) e J^

_

e j2 n fct

D«cos(6y

e

(2 .6)
j 2jrDRcos(,»R)

^ 5 (0 e

^

We conclude from (2.6) that the signals induced on the antennas essentially differ by
only a phase shift that is a function o f the angle of arrival, carrier frequency, and antenna
separation.

2.2.1 Line-of-sight SIMO Channel
We consider a LOS single-input multi-output (SIMO) channel in free space environment
(i.e. without any reflectors or scatterers) and only a direct signal path between each
antenna pair (Figure 2.2). We also assume that the dimension of the antenna array is
much smaller than distance between the transmitter and the receiver. The continuous-time
impulse response between the transmit antenna and Ith receive antenna is given by:
hi (r) = a S ( T - d l /c )

i =!,-••,nR

(2.7)

where dt is the distance between the transmit antenna and z* receive antenna, c is the
speed of light and a is the attenuation of the path, which is assumed to be the same for all
antenna pairs. Assuming W <sc 1/(dl /c ) where W is the transmission bandwidth, the
baseband channel gain is given by
(2 .8)

and the SIMO signal model can be written as
r = gsiMO* + W *

(2.9)

where s is the transmitted symbol, w is the noise and r is the received vector. We may
assume the paths between the transmit antenna and all o f the receive antennas to be
parallel, as we assumed the dimension o f the antenna array is much smaller than distance
between the transmitter and the receiver, so
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Figure 2.2. Line o f sight SIMO channel.

d,

where

d

= d + (/ -1 )D r c o s ( 0 r

)

(2 . 10)

=1

i

is the distance from the transmit antenna to the first receive antenna and

0R

is

the angle of arrival (AoA). The term (/ -1 )DR cos(#s ) is the displacement of receive
antenna / from receive antenna 1 in the direction o f the line of sight. The spatial signature
gSMO can be written as [41]
1
exp {-y I n A r c o s ( 0 r )}
S s im o

= aexp\ ~

j2 n d
c

exp \ —j

2x2

A r c o s ( 0 r )}

y

(2.11)

e x p { - j2 x ( n R -1 ) AR cos(0R)}
exp
c y

eR(@R)
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where AR = D R/ Xc is the receive antenna separation normalized to the carrier
wavelength and t R(dR) is the unit spatial signature, given by
1
exP {~J 2n A r COS(0r )}
CR ( 0 R

) = ~ —

eX P { - J 2 n 2 A R COS( 0 R

exp { - j 2n(nR -1 )

)}

(2.12)

cos(0R)}_

Since gSIMO is a rank one channel with only one spatial subchannel, with a gain o f
a s j n j , through which only one symbol can be transmitted, so this antenna configuration
does not provide spatial multiplexing gain, it only provides array gain. The optimal
receiver adjusts for the different delays so that the received signals at the antennas can be
combined constructively, yielding a »r fold array gain but no diversity no spatial
multiplexing gain.

2.2.2 Line of Sight MiSO Channel
The multi-input single-output (MISO) channel has multiple transmit antennas and single
receive antenna. Similar to the SIMO channel case, the signal model is given by
r =gmos+w »

(2.13)

(2.14)

where AT =DT / Xc is the transmit antenna separation normalized to the carrier
wavelength, Qr is the angle o f departure and eT (0T ) is the transmit unit spatial signature,
given by
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1
exp { - / 2n Ar cos(0 r )}
(2.15)

exP {~J An(nT -1 ) A,. cos(0r)}
This antenna configuration also has only one spatial subchannel. There is no diversity
or spatial multiplexing gain. The phase o f the signal transmitted from each antenna is
adjusted so that they add constructively at the receiving antenna, yielding nT fold array
gain (transmit maximum ratio combining).
With multiple transmit antennas, the transmitter may employ SDMA by using
beamforming to simultaneously serve multiple users at different locations. A brief review
on beamforming and SDMA techniques can be found in Appendix A.

2.2.3 Line of Sight MIMO Channel
We consider now the MIMO propagation scenario where an array of antennas is
transmitting to an array o f receive antennas with only direct line o f sight between the
arrays as shown in Figure 2.3. The channel gain between k h transmit antenna and the ith
receive antenna is
(2.16)

g,k = a e x p (-/2ndlk I Ac)
th

th

•

where d ik is the distance between the k transmit antenna and the i receive antenna.
Assuming again the array dimensions are much smaller than the array separation then
dj*. ~ d +(i -l)A ft/lc. cos(0R) - ( k - l)ArAc cos(0T)

(2.17)

where d is the distance between the transmit antenna 1 and the receive antenna one. The
channel matrix can be written as
(2.18)
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Figure 2.3. Line o f sight MIMO channel.

Despite having multiple transmit antennas and multiple receive antennas, the line o f sight
condition makes the rank o f G equal one with a unique non-zero singular value of
a ^ n RnT . Again no spatial multiplexing gain or diversity gain is realized. The optimum
signaling scheme is to make the transmitted signals add constructively in phase at each
receive antenna (i.e. transmit MRC) and then the signals at each receive antenna are
further constructively combined (i.e. receive MRC).
In a line o f sight environment, whether SIMO, MISO or MIMO, the channel provides
array gain only but no spatial multiplexing gain.

2.2.4 Non-LOS Scattering MIMO Channel
In a multipath propagation communication environment, the transmitted signal will
follow numerous paths to the receiver, in addition to (or instead of) a direct line-of sight
path. In a MIMO channel, the antenna configurations and the nature o f the scattering
environment around the antennas at both sides of the MIMO channel characterize the
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spatial correlation properties within the channel matrix. If the transmitting and receiving
arrays are located in a rich scattering environment and are with well-designed geometry,
then the channel matrix entries can be modeled as a white channel of independent zero
mean circularly symmetric complex Gaussian random variables [28].
Such a rich scattering environment, in which the transmitted signals received
uniformly from all directions around the receiver’s array, is not an appropriate model for
all situations. A more realistic (and generalized) model is to assume the existence of
clusters (or clouds) of scatterers surrounding the basestation antenna arrays and the
existence of other clusters of scatterers surrounding the user antenna array, as shown in
Figure 2.4, for example. These clouds account for the spatial correlation properties
observed from the transmit and receive antenna arrays. We also assume that the
correlation among the receiving elements is independent o f the transmitter and the
correlation properties at the transmitter do not depend on the receiver.
Based on these assumptions, we use a correlated stochastic channel model, with
channel matrix [23] [24] [43] [28] [34]
GmflS=R],/2Gr Rj./2
where the entries of

(2.19)

are zero-mean unit-variance independent complex Gaussian

random variables, and R„ and Rr are nR x nR and nT x nT spatial correlation matrices,
at the receiver and transmitter sides, respectively. These matrices capture the correlations
within the MIMO channel that depend on the scattering environment parameters such as
the angular spread, the angular spectrum, angles of arrival and departure, and antenna
configurations. Their elements are given by [44] [45] [46]
[R *

L = E [ exp { - j
«/2
= L

2 n (n ~ m

2e x p { ^ 2 ^ "

>A « c o s 0 r } ]

(2-20)
- m ) A R COS0 r } P R { ° r ) d 0 R

and
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[ R r L = .C ^exp { - j 2n{n - m )A T cos 0T} PT {dT ) dOT

(2.21)

where A R and Ar are the normalized antenna separations of the receive and transmit
arrays, and PR (0R) and PT (dT ) are the combined power angle profiles o f the scatters in
the vicinity of the receiver and transmitter, respectively, and a is the angular spread.
The group of waves arriving from a single cluster of scatters will arrive from a range
of angles constrained by the angular spread of the cluster, centered about the central AoA
of the cluster. The strength o f the waves will depend on the angle o f arrival relative to the
central AoA, with maximum strength observed in the direction o f the center o f the cluster
(the central AoA). This power angle profile of the waves from the cluster depends on the
locations, amplitudes, densities and nature of the scatterers in the cluster. If the scatterers
are, almost, identical and evenly distributed around the cluster, then the power angle
profile becomes, almost, uniform (when properly normalized) around the central AoA
(with a certain angular spread) [48]. Pedersen et al. [49] and Adachi et al. [50] showed
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that the normalized power angle profile might also be distributed as truncated Laplacian
or truncated Gaussian, respectively. The angle of arrival, angle o f departure and the
angular spread are in general time-variant due to the movement of the mobile station and
the changing of scatterers around the antennas, however they are assumed to remain fixed
for the duration of the transmission o f a block of data [44].
The combined power angle profiles, PR (0R) and PT (0r ) , are the normalized sums
o f the power angle profiles o f all the clusters in the vicinities o f the receiver and the
transmitter, respectively. The power angle profile differs from the array radiation pattern.
The radiation pattern is determined by the design of the antenna elements (e.g., dipole,
elliptical, helical, etc.), directors and reflectors. All o f theses factors shape the power
pattern and set the gain o f the antenna array in all directions (angles). The power angle
profile on the other hand, is mainly shaped by the channel environment.

2.3 A MIMO Channel Model with Distributed Basestation Antennas
We now consider the realistic multi-point to multi-point channel model that we will use
throughout this thesis. In this model, as shown in Figure 2.5, there are np antenna arrays
distributed around a microcell, each with riL antennas elements and each mobile station
(user) has

hr

antennas. The arrays are placed at low heights (5 - 20 metres) above the

ground (for example on street poles or building walls), and are connected via optical fiber
to a central base station, using radio over fiber (RoF) technology, where all signal
processing is performed.
The MIMO system model, seen by each user, is now composed o f npni antennas at
the base station and

hr

antennas at each user. The fading o f the channel between the

antennas of any o f the arrays and the mobile station antennas is assumed to be frequency
selective, with both line-of-sight and scattered components. The channel is assumed
quasi-static and the channel state information (CSI) is assumed to be known at the
basestation (for example, by using an uplink to return channel measurements collected
during the transmission o f downlink training sequences). From site to site, the average
power, the Ricean AT-factor and the correlation (between antenna elements) differ due to
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Figure 2.5. Multi-users in a correlated Ricean channel with distributed
basestation antennas.

different path losses, shadowing and scattering environments around the antennas. The
shadowing component is assumed to have a lognormal distribution. The correlation
properties between the antennas within each array depend on the angular spread, angular
spectrum and direction o f arrival or departure of the impinging wave and on the
arrangement o f the antennas and the spacing between them.
We represent the frequency selective fading channel by a tapped delay line with L
taps. Each tap is represented by the above mentioned channel model which takes into
account the power delay profile, path loss, and the ^-factor (for each array). The /* tap
o f a user's «« x nprii time domain channel matrix (assuming downlink transmission) is
represented as
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« /= K e „ -C ,» ],

(2-22)
th

where G, is the nR * m channel matrix between the p array and the user antennas, with

PDP, PL

I

P
+ j A .O S,p^LO S,p + ^ J j^ — ^ f t NLOSJ,pG NLOS,/,p

PDP/ P ^ p^ nlosj,pG nlosj,p

if / = 0
(2.23)
if / ^ 0

where PDP, is the gain o f the /th tap o f the normalized power delay profile, ?Lp is the
path loss for the signals from the p lh array to the user, K is the Ricean A'-factor for the
/7 th

array, /?L0Sp and /?NLOS, p are lognormal random variables that represent the

shadowing for the LOS and the scattering components of the channel, respectively, and
GLOSp and GNL0S, p are the nR x nL channel matrices between the p lh array and the user
for the LOS and the scattering components of the channel, respectively. Each of the Gl p
matrices will have different AT-factors, path losses and shadowing. The path loss ( PLp)
depends on the distance between the user and the /7th array. The matrix GLOS in (2.23)
is modeled according to (2.18) as
i

f

^LOS,P = a '<jnRnr eXP 1

j 2n d n 1
„
^ j eR(^R,p )eT(^T,p)

where Ac is the wavelength of the carrier, dp is the distance between transmit antenna 1 of
the /7th array and receive antenna 1 (see Figure 2.3), dR is the angle o f incidence of the
LOS component onto the receive antenna array (the direction o f arrival) and 9r

is the

angle o f incidence of the LOS component from the /7th transmit antenna array (the
direction o f departure). eR(0R p)

and cT(0T,P) are the unit spatial signatures

(representing the differences in the phases o f the induced signals on the different
antennas) at the receive and transmit arrays, respectively. These are given by (2.12) and
(2.15), respectively.
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As described in Section 2.2.4, we use a correlation-based stochastic channel model for
the matrix G NLOS/, in (2.23), as [23] [24][43][28] [34]
<2-25)
where Rs ,

and R7 , p are the nR x nR and the nT x nT spatial correlation matrices of

the Ith tap, at the user's side and at the basestation side respectively, with entries given by
(2.20) and (2.21), respectively.

2.4 Space-Time OFDM
The main idea behind OFDM is that since low-rate modulations (i.e. modulations with
relatively long duration symbols compared to the channel time characteristics) are less
sensitive to multipath interference, it should be better to send a number o f low rate
streams in parallel than sending one high rate waveform. OFDM divides the frequency
spectrum in sub-bands (tones) small enough so that the channel effects are constant (flat)
over each given tone. Then a "classical" IQ modulation (BPSK, QPSK, M-QAM, etc) is
sent over each tone. Classical signal processing, such as channel coding, power
allocation, and adaptive modulation and coding can be applied for a given tone or over all
the tones.
The OFDM signal is composed of the sum of nc orthogonal subcarriers where each
might be modulated by different PSK or QAM signals. By this orthogonality, inter-carrier
interference (ICI) is avoided. To eliminate the inter-symbol interference (ISI) of
multipath channels, a guard time o f duration larger than the expected delay spread o f the
channel is included with the OFDM symbol. To maintain orthogonality among the
subcarriers, the guard time is formed by extending all the subcarriers into the guard time
period. OFDM modulation and demodulation are typically implemented using digital
filter banks using the inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) and discrete Fourier
transform (DFT).
OFDM has been standardized in several wireless systems, such as digital audio and
video broadcasting (DAB, DVB), ADSL, European HIPERLAN/2, Japanese MMAC and
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American wireless LAN such as IEEE 802.1 la, IEEE 802.1 lg. Combining OFDM with
MIMO greatly increases wireless link reliability through exploiting diversity and
facilitating spatial multiplexing in both frequency and space domains [51] [52].
Figure 2.6 shows a block diagram of a baseband OFDM link. The signal
s = fro V ’■|S»c-i]r consists o f nc symbols drawn from a constellation with unit average
energy. This signal is converted into the time domain using an inverse DFT [53][54], so
z = F"s

(2.26)

where F is the nc -point DFT matrix, with elements

Fpq= ^ e

.

(2.27)

y nc

After appending a cyclic prefix o f length L-1, the transmitted components o f the OFDM
symbol corresponding to s are given by
X=

l Z nc - L +\ " ' Z n c - 2 Z „c - l Z 0 Z I ' " Z »C - J

'

(2 -28)

Note that the cyclic prefix is merely the last L-1 elements o f z repeated prior to z .
During transmission, the elements o f the OFDM symbol will be convolved with the
Z-tap channel and then at the receiver the cyclic prefix will be discarded. The Z tap
impulse response o f frequency selective single input single output (SISO) wireless
channel is represented by
g = [gogi " gL -if •

(2-29)

This g representation is assumed to contain the effects o f pulse shaping at the transmitter
and the matched filter at the receiver as well as the intervening channel. The resulting
vector z o f received samples is given by
z = Gx+n
where the nc x (n c + L - 1) channel matrix G is given by [55]
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and n is a vector o f independent complex AWGN samples, and with zero mean and
variance <
j \ . Because of the cyclic prefix, the linear convolution o f the signal with the
channel taps can also be expressed as a circular convolution, using
z = Gz+n
where the G is the nc x nc circulant matrix given by [55]
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After taking the DFT o f z , estimates of the original transmitted data vector, s , can be
obtained as
s = Fz
= FGz + Fn

(2.34)

= FGF"s + Fn
= As+n
where n = Fn is another AWGN vector, with the same statistics as n , and A = FGFH is
a diagonal matrix containing the channel gains experienced by the OFDM tones, it is
given by
A = diag (h0 V ’A c -1)

(2-35)

where hk is the channel gain seen by the kfh tone and is given by the DFT o f the channel
impulse response as
L-1

k!

(2.36)

k — 01 ••• rtc —1.
1=0

We see that the use o f OFDM orthogonalizes the delay spread o f the channel by
converting the frequency selective channel into rtc frequency fla t channels.
In the case of a frequency selective fading MIMO channel composed o f nr transmit
and

hr

receive antennas, each tap of the channel is represented by a

h r x tit
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matrix G ,, with elements g, tj = [G, ]y being the channel gain of the Ith tap between the
ith transmit andf h receive antennas.
As in the single-antenna case, with the employment of an OFDM signal through a
MIMO channel, the inverse DFT operation, cyclic prefix addition, convolution with the
MIMO channel, cyclic prefix removal and the DFT operation will convert the frequency
selective MIMO channel into nc frequency flat MIMO channels. Each tone o f the
OFDM symbol will see a flat fading MIMO channel composed o f «r transmit antennas
and hr receive antennas as given by
y» = .p - H t st + n i
Vn

(2.37)

T

where sk = 1 ^ \ sk 2 ---s k^r ^
and

yk

— \y k , y k 2 ... y k ^ f

*s the vector o f signals of transmitted over the
is the vector of samples received over the

tone.

tone,
is

the nR x nT channel matrix seen by the A:01 tone whose entries are the DFT of the time
domain channel matrices G, as follows

(2.38)
1=0

The main advantage of OFDM is its robustness against frequency selective fading
channels, which is obtained by converting the channel into several flat fading
subchannels. The main disadvantage o f OFDM is that the sum o f sinusoidals (tones)
within the symbol duration produces a large peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR). This
large (10-12 dB) PAPR can not be tolerated by regular power amplifiers or other non
linear devices such as optical fibers and laser diodes. Many techniques are used in the
literature to reduce the PAPR and the research on the reduction o f the PAPR ratio is very
active[56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61].
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Chapter 3
Capacity of Space-Time Channels
The capacity o f a communication channel is the maximum error-free data rate that the
channel can support. Claude Shannon derived the capacity equation for additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels in 1948 in his famous paper "A mathematical theory
of communication" [62]. The capacity of MIMO channels, where signals suffer from
fading while traveling through the space domain, was developed only during the last
decade. The capacity of a MIMO channel depends on many factors such as the
availability o f channel knowledge at the transmitter and/or the receiver, and the nature of
the channel (e.g., static or time-variant, frequency flat or selective fading, Rayleigh or
Ricean, etc.).

3.1 Capacity of MIMO Channels
The capacity o f a deterministic MIMO channel with nr transmit antennas and hr receive
antennas is given by [3][4][34]
C =

max
R„l r r(R ss)=n,

log, det I., + - £-G R ssG" bps/Hz
* nT

(3.1)

where Rb = E j^sswJ is the covariance matrix o f the transmitted vector s , p is the
average received SNR of a SISO link, Ins is an nR x nR identity matrix and G is the
channel matrix. The covariance matrix o f s must satisfy T r(R x ) = nT in order to
constrain the total average energy transmitted over a symbol period. If the channel state
information (CSI) is not known at the transmitter, so no transmit beamforming is
possible, and the signals within the transmitted vector s are independent and have equal
power, then Rs = l nr and the capacity equation reduces to
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+ -^-GG" bps/Hz.

C = lo g 2det I

(3.2)

In (3.2), GG h can be decomposed as
(3.3)

GG" =Q A Q "
where Q is an nR x nR Hermitian matrix satisfying Q HQ = Q Q H = I„g , and

(3.4)

A = diag(A,,A2,---,A )

is a diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues of GG H arranged in descending order,
with \ = 0 for / > rank (G ). Equation (3.2) can be reduced to [63]

(3.5)

C = lo g 2det K + — A
Kt

where

K +— A
nT

is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are 1H

n-r

A,.

Equation (3.5) further reduces to
nB

nB

c = E c >= Y , '° z
/=1
i=\

nT

(3.6)

where nB =rank(G).
Equation (3.6) implies that the MIMO channel is composed o f nB separate
(orthogonal) spatial subchannels (data pipes or SISO links) each with a capacity of
C, = lo g 2 1+ — ^

(3.7)

T lr r

We conclude from (3.6) that the employment o f multiple antennas at both ends of the
wireless link opens several subchannels that can be orthogonalized in space and hence
used to transfer several symbols simultaneously on the same frequency band.
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Practically, wireless channels are randomly faded channels and this makes the
capacity a random variable. The most commonly used statistical measures of this random
variable is the ergodic capacity and the outage capacity [3] [4] [64],
The ergodic capacity is the ensemble average of the achieved data rate o f a signal
transmitted through an ergodic channel, so
C = E X > g 2 1+ — A,

(3.8)

1=1

Figure 3.1 shows how the ergodic capacity increases with increasing the number of
antennas. Compared to a SISO link, only a little increase is achieved in the ergodic
capacity when the number of antennas is increased at one end only, while a dramatic
increase is achieved with increasing the number of antennas at both ends. For a 20 dB
SNR at the receiver (over normalized channel), the SISO link has an ergodic capacity of
7 bps/Hz, a 4x1 MISO link gives 7.5 bps/Hz, while we get 26 bps/Hz from a 4x4 MIMO
link and 38 bps/Hz from a 6x6 MIMO link. To get this data rate from SISO link, an
increase o f 105 SNR is needed. Clearly huge improvements can be obtained from MIMO
systems.
The second useful measure of the capacity o f a randomly faded channel is the outage
capacity, which is defined as the capacity that is guaranteed with a certain reliability level
(outage probability) [64][65]. For example, a 15% outage capacity o f Cout means that the
instantaneous capacity will be at least as large as Cout in 85% o f channel realizations.
Figure 3.2 depicts the cumulative density function (CDF) of the capacity and shows the
15% outage capacity (Cout) as well as the ergodic capacity.
If the channel state information is unknown at the transmitter, all transmitted signals
have to be of equal energy. This is a suboptimal situation because the spatial subchannels
are usually o f unequal power gain (unequal eigenvalues) which implies unequal power to
be transmitted from each antenna to match the different sizes o f the data pipes. The sum
o f all eigenvalues o f G G H is the total power gain o f the channel matrix G . Among all
channel matrices with equal power transfer gain, the channel matrix that has equal
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Figure 3.1. Ergodic capacity of an uncorrelated channel for different antenna
configurations, with unknown CSI at the transmitter.

eigenvalues is the one that has the maximum capacity. The channel matrix G that has
equal eigenvalues is an orthogonal matrix.

3.1.1 Capacity with CSI Known at the Transmitter
When the CSI is perfectly known at the transmitter, linear processing at both the
transmitter and the receiver can be employed to access the spatial modes and transmit a
number o f symbols equal to the rank o f G simultaneously and on the same frequency
band. This can be performed by using beamforming on the channel matrix G o f the
MIMO signal model,
y = Gs + n .

(3.9)

By singular value decomposition, G can be decomposed as [66]
G ^U EV *
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where U and V are nR x nR and nT x nT unitary matrices, respectively, and
L = diag(a,,o-2, ” -,a„s )

(3.11)

where a, = y [\ is the ith singular value of G . The eigen beamforming is performed by
projecting the vector o f signals s on a new coordinate system defined by the orthonormal
eigenvectors comprising the columns o f V and this is achieved by simply multiplying
the vector o f signals s in (3.9) by V at the transmitter and the received vector y by
at the receiver. By this linear processing, the effective signal model for the wireless link
is
s=Es+n.
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(3.12)

By this analysis the wireless channel is decomposed into nB orthogonal spatial channels
(i.e., nB SISO links) as shown in Figure 3.3. The effective signal model for each
transmitted symbol is therefore
(3.13)
The capacity of this system is [3] [4] [67]

C = £ l o g 2 1+ ^—L Xi bps/H z,

where

(3.14)

is the share of energy given to each spatial mode to maximize the data rate of

the system which can be found using the water pouring algorithm [67][68].

3.2 Spatial Diversity
A communication system that depends on the strength of a single path normally results in
poor performance in fading environments, because there is a significant probability that
this path will be in a deep fade. A good way to avoid this problem is to create and exploit
diversity by making the transmitted symbols propagate over several different paths, so
that reliable communication is possible as long as some of the paths are strong. Diversity
can significantly improve the performance over fading channels. Diversity is used in
wireless channels to provide multiple versions to the transmitted signal which is suffering
from random fluctuations and fading [4][10]. Diversity can be obtained from time,
frequency or/and space domains. Diversity over time or/and frequency domains can be
achieved using interleaving and coding. Information is coded and the coded symbols are
dispersed over different coherence periods in order for the codewords to experience
independent fades. The simplest approach to exploit diversity is to use receive maximum
ratio combining (MRC), assuming perfect CSI knowledge at the receiver.
The diversity branches might be in the space, time or a frequency domain and are
assumed independent. The received signal at the ith diversity branch is
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Figure 3.3. Available spatial subchannels between the transmitting and
receiving arrays.

y f = ] — g is + n,
nv

(3.15)

where s is the data symbol transmitted through the nv diversity branches, g t is the gain
of the f h diversity branch, E s is energy o f s and «, is the noise corrupting the ith branch.
Using MRC, the estimate of the transmitted symbol is

* = E s.V v

(3-16)

1=1

The average received SNR, over nv branches, is

7

=

—

E

W

n v , =1

V
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where p is the average received SNR o f a single diversity branch.
Exploiting diversity (in time or frequency domains) is effective against fading and
channel fluctuations but this benefit is not for free. To transmit a symbol through
independent diversity branches, the branches have to be spaced by more than the
coherence time (in time diversity) or more than the coherence frequency (in frequency
diversity). The price here is a time delay or increase in frequency bandwidth. Spatial
diversity, on the other hand (where symbols have to spaced by more than coherence
distance) does not cost time nor frequency bandwidth plus it provides better performance
(compared to time or frequency diversity) because with space diversity we get both array
and diversity gains while in time or frequency techniques only diversity gain is achieved.
The deployment of multiple antennas drastically increases the channel capacity (as
shown above) as they enrich the gain o f wireless systems in different aspects: namely,
array, diversity and spatial multiplexing gains. Diversity gain tends to reduce the
fluctuations o f the wireless channel due to fading, array gain results in increasing the
received average SNR and the gain from spatial multiplexing is the increase in data rate,
compared to a SISO channel, due to the ability of MIMO systems to multiplex several
data symbols in each channel use.

3.2.1 Receive Antenna Diversity
To elaborate on diversity in space domain, consider a SIMO system o f Ur receive
antennas as shown in Figure 3.4. Canceling unwanted co-channel interference while an
array is operating in receiving mode is a very effective use of an antenna array. The
process combines signals received on various antennas in such a way that the
contribution due to unwanted interferences is reduced while that due to a desired signal is
enhanced. The signal model for such a system is
y = g^+n.

(3.18)

With receive MRC, the estimate of the transmitted symbol is
(3.19)
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Figure 3.4. A single antenna transmitting to an array of hr antennas.

11 ti2

where g

is the Frobenius norm of the channel vector g . The effective SNR at the

receiver, for a SISO link SNR o f p , is

*v=IWlV

<3-20)

The average effective SNR, for a random stochastic channel g is
^ = E 0 v } = E { lls|fE = « .P

(3-21)

where we have assumed the channel to be a whitechannel (best case scenario), so that
E j||g | f | = nR • We can break up the totalreceived SNR in(3.20) into a product o f two
terms

Peff = I N I ' P = n R p ~ I N

Wd

f ‘
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The first term, nR p , corresponds to a power gain (array gain): using MRC, in an antenna
array o f nR antennas, linearly increases the power gain by nR. The second term,
jg||2 / nK , represents a diversity gain: by averaging over nR independent signal paths, the
probability that the overall gain is small is decreased. If the channel gains are equal (or
highly correlated), then we will end up having array gain only but no diversity gain. On
the other hand, due to the law o f large numbers, as nR increases the diversity gain
approaches one
(3.23)

So the diversity gain is limited but the array gain (power gain) can be increased,
theoretically, until the array picks up all the transmitted power.

3.2.2 Transmit Antenna Diversity
Spatial diversity can be obtained from the transmit antenna using by pre-coding the
transmitted signals. Alamouti invented a simple but ingenious transmit diversity
technique that has been included in the 3G standard [6]. In this technique, a two transmit
and one receive antennas MISO system is assumed, as shown in Figure 3.5.
The symbols s, and s2 are transmitted to the destination antenna over two time
periods according to the code word
(3.24)

which means we transmit s, and s2 in the first time period and then we transmit —s*2 and
Sj in the second time period. The channel vector [g,

g 2J is assumed fixed during the

two time periods and known to the receiver. The received signals, y x and y 2, over the
first and second time periods, respectively, are
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Figure 3.5. Alamouti signaling scheme.

= ^ ( g i si+gisi) + ni

(3.25)

y 2 = \ f ^ - ( - glS2+g 2S') + n2>

(3.26)

Ti

and

where ni is the noise received in the i‘h time period. The receiver decodes the transmitted
symbols in two steps. It first conjugates the second received signal

W* =

(ft

(3.27)

- g 'isi) + rh-

This makes the effective signal model as

y\

X

gi

gi

«i

gi

-g i

X

Secondly the receiver multiplies the modified received vector with
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Although the channel CSI is unknown to the transmitter, full transmit diversity is
extracted with this simple and smart technique.

3.2.3 Selection Diversity
Diversity aims at improving the quality o f the wireless link. By using nr transmit
antennas and riR receive antennas, a diversity order of nT •nR can be achieved [69]. Some
times, complexity and cost o f MIMO systems is a significant burden (due to the need of
rtr riR o f RF chains, including low-noise amplifiers, down converters and analog-to-digital
converters). Also it might not be possible to install a large number o f antennas in the
mobile station handset (although it is now becoming less of a burden as digital signal
processing becomes cheaper and more powerful).
Due to these reasons, a selection of a subset of antennas out of the total number of
antennas, at one or both ends, is an area of ongoing research. The price paid to counteract
the above mentioned problems is a reduction in system performance. But as we shall see
next, this price is insignificant (compared to a full diversity system) when using proper
antenna selection criteria [26] [70] [71] [72J.

3.2.3.1 Transmit and Receive Selection Diversity
The selection o f Zrout o f «r antennas at the transmitter side corresponds to selecting L t
out of rtr columns o f the channel matrix G , and the selection of L r out o f hr antennas at
the receiver side corresponds to selecting L r out of Mr rows of the channel matrix G
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(3.31)

G=
^g„Ri

••• g n R n T /

The newly selected subchannel matrix G is of size LR x LT . The maximum possible
number of combinations o f the subchannel matrices G is

yLT j

(3.32)
\ L r .

Different selection criteria are used in the literature to select the best subchannel
matrix. One antenna selection criterion is to find the maximum singular value of each
subchannel matrix and then select the subchannel matrix with the largest singular value
[73]. That is, choose
G..,«M =arg maxjmaxfrf,)}

(3.33)

where S (G) is the set of all possible subchannel matrices and <r, is a singular value of
the subchannel matrix G •
Another selection criterion is to search for the subchannel matrix that gives the
maximum capacity o f the wireless link using for the targeted SNR, p [26]. That is,
choose

c -

= a r g < f f i g , logidet

I, + — G G"
l r

t

■(bps /H z ) .

(3.34)

JLs'p

Once the transmit and the receive antennas are selected (from the index o f the rows
and columns of the selected subchannel matrix), a pre-filter at the transmitter and a post
filter at the receiver are designed according to the desired transmit/receive scheme, a pure
diversity system or a spatial multiplexing system.
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In a pure diversity scheme, one symbol is transmitted in each channel use. This
symbol is made, by the pre-filter and the post-filter, to propagate through the designated
spatial diversity branches. Because o f the channel knowledge at both the transmitter and
the receiver, the signal model, on the selected antennas, is
y = Gw.s + n

(3.35)

where s is the l x l transmitted symbol,G is the LR x Lr selected subchannel matrix, y is
the L r x 1 vector o f received signals, n is a LR x 1 additive white Gaussian noise vector
at the receiving antennas and w is a Lr x 1 transmit pre-filter vector which can be
calculated in many ways depending on the transmit scheme. The optimum (pure
diversity) transmission scheme is the dominant mode transmission in which w is made
equal to the left singular vector that corresponds to the maximum singular value of the
selected subchannel matrix, G [66]. Singular value decomposition gives
(3.36)
with

(3.37)

and
(3.38)
The prefilter w is
w = v (where

(3.39)

is the left singular vector that corresponds to the largest singular value. At the

receiver, the estimated transmitted symbol is
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(3.40)
where u; is the right singular vector that also corresponds to the largest singular value.
Thus the effective signal model is
s =<Jt s .

(3.41)

This means that the symbol is transmitted through the largest data pipe (i.e., the dominant
mode).
In selection diversity with a spatial multiplexing scheme, several symbols can be
transmitted simultaneously from the L j selected antennas (instead from all o f the n j
transmit antennas) and multiplexed in space by directing the data symbols through the
available orthogonal spatial subchannels. Knowledge of the CSI at both ends o f the
channel enables us to use singular value decomposition for this target. The maximum
number o f possible multiplexed symbols is equal to the rank of the subchannel matrix G ,
as shown in Section 3.1.1. Spatial multiplexing techniques are focused on exploiting the
multipaths fading while diversity-oriented techniques try to mitigate it rather than exploit
it. A trade off between multiplexing and diversity is reported in [74] [29].

3.2.3.2 Capacity versus the Number of Selected Antennas
The capacity of a wireless MIMO channel increases linearly with the number o f the
available spatial subchannels. In other words it increases with the rank of the selected
subchannel matrix, G , and is given by
C = log2 det 1Lr + -£-& G H (bps I H z ) .
Lrt

(3.42)

Figure 3.6 shows the CDF o f channel capacity for the case when the receiver has hr=
3 antennas and the transmitter has nr= 8 antennas. As the number o f selected transmit
antennas increases from L t = 1 to L t = 8, the curves shift to the right, indicating improved
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Figure 3.6. CDF of channel capacity with different number o f selected
basestation antennas.

system throughput. However, for each additional increase in Lj, the size o f the shift
diminishes. While L t is less than or equal to the maximum rank of G (i.e.
Lt < min(«R, nT) ), the capacity increases linearly with LT, but for larger L t it increases
only logarithmically, since the number of spatial subchannels is no longer increasing.
Based on this observation and to reduce complexity and cost, it is advantageous to
assign to each mobile user a limited number o f transmit basestation antennas equal to the
number o f mobile user antennas. It is also advantageous, as we shall see in Chapter 4, to
have the basestation antennas distributed around the mobile user.
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3.3 Impact of Channel Parameters on the Capacity
We consider here the effects o f various channel parameters on the capacity o f the system.
The impact of the parameters such as channel correlations, line o f site conditions, angle
spread and delay spread are highlighted.

3.3.1 Effect of Line Of Sight (LOS) on the MIMO channel capacity
The channel with a LOS component may be modeled as [75]

^ ~ ^ X + 1 ^ L0S + ^ K +1** NL0S

(3.43)

where GLOSis line o f sight channel which is the constant component o f the channel,
Gnlos

the Rayleigh channel and K is the Ricean factor which is the power ratio o f the

constant channel to that of the Rayleigh channel. The effect ofG LOS on the ergodic
capacity depends on the degree o f correlations among the entries of GLOS. As shown in
Figure 3.7, when the rank o f GLOS is one, then the ergodic capacity decreases with K ,
whereas if GL0S is orthogonal then the ergodic capacity increases with the increase in
K (this situation occurs when the distance between the transmitting antennas is in the
range o f the separation distance between the transmitter and the receiver). Therefore,
high-AT channels usually show a lower MIMO capacity. This does not mean that one
would hide the antennas such that the LOS component diminishes. Low pathloss values
and less fading can compensate for the loss o f MIMO capacity but usually pathloss is
large. High ergodic capacity is achieved with lower eigenvalues spread o f the channel
matrix [27][29][76].

3.3.2 Effect of Correlation on the MIMO Channel Capacity
The spatial fading o f a MIMO channel may be correlated because o f small angular
spreads due to insufficient scattering and also because of smaller normalized antenna
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spacing. For a flat fading Rayleigh channel, the correlation in spatial fading can be
modeled as [23][28][34]
G = R«2G^ R ) 2.

(3.44)

The correlation matrices Rfi and R; at the transmitter and receiver, respectively are
normalized such that the diagonal elements are equal to one ([R*]/>( = l , [ R r ] , , = 1).
Since Gw is o f full rank, the rank o f G is determined by the rank o f R„ or Rr .
The capacity of one correlated channel realization is [63]
C = log2det(I

R

+ — G G H) = log2 det(I + i R ; ’C ,R ,C ," R ;“ )
nT
* nT
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and at high SNR, this can be approximated by
C = log2 det(— GWG%) + log2 det(Rs ) + log2det(R7.).
nT

(3.46)

Because log2 det(Rfl) < 0 and log2det(Rr ) < 0 , the loss in capacity is due to the
[log2det(Rfl) + log2det(R7. )] terms. The capacity is maximized when RK = IBr and
R« —

(i.e.,

when

the

antennas

are

uncorrelated),

in

which

case

log2 det(Rff ) = log2 det(Rj.) = 0.
Figure 3.8 shows the effect of degree o f correlations in R r on the channel capacity
(assuming Rj. is uncorrelated). It is apparent that correlation severely decreases the
ergodic capacity because it can reduce the number of spatial subchannels down to one
when the rank o f either R8 or Rr is one. As a result, increasing the number o f antennas
at both ends will lead to a capacity increase due to diversity gain only (logarithmic
increase) not due to a degree of freedom gain (a linear increase is only possible with an
increase of the number of spatial subchannels).

3.3.3 Angle Spread
The eigenvalue spread o f the channel matrix is proportional to the cluster angle spread.
The more clusters we have the less spread of the eigenvalues. Therefore a large total
angle spread gives high ergodic capacity [29] [41] [45].

3.3.4 Delay Spread
Delay spread can offer advantages over flat-fading MIMO channels because the presence
o f delay spread can improve both the multiplexing gain and outage properties. This is
because the delay spread increases the total angle spread [23] [27] [29]. It was reported by
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Gesbert et aL that MIMO delay spread channels may provide advantages over flat fading
channels not only in outage capacity but also in ergodic capacity because it provides
higher diversity gain and higher spatial multiplexing gain [27].
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Chapter 4
Selection Diversity in a MIMO Channel with Distributed Antennas
Significant enhancement in channel capacity, in a distributed arrays scenario, can be
achieved by employing a selection strategy (in space and frequency domains) that aims to
reduce the correlation between the signals induced at the selected antennas (i.e., by
reducing the correlation between the entries o f the channel matrix). In a single user
propagation scenario, we propose a novel transmit antenna and OFDM tone selection
algorithm that attempts to decorrelate the MIMO channel and optimize its power transfer
gain. With these algorithms we are able to demonstrate the benefits of distributing the
basestation antennas on the channel ergodic capacity. Improving the spatial properties o f
a MIMO channel by distributing antenna arrays around and closer to the user greatly
enhances the system performance.
Distributing the basestation antennas enlarges the space domain and improves the
spatial properties of the MIMO channel. Such a configuration may offer the mobile user a
better chance of selecting, in each tone, a subchannel matrix with a better power transfer
gain, decreases the channel matrix correlations, and averages the effects o f shadowing.
We investigate the performance of antenna and tone selection in a frequency selective
fading MIMO channel with distributed base station antennas in two channel
environments; an uncorrelated Rayleigh distributed MIMO channel and a correlated
Ricean distributed MIMO channel.

4.1 Channel Model
The distributed base station antenna configuration, as shown in Figure 4.1 and previously
described in Section 2.3, is considered. There are np antenna arrays, with ni antennas
each, distributed around the microcell. All o f the arrays are connected via optical fiber to
a central base station where all signal processing is performed. The mobile station is
composed of riR antennas. The system seen now by the mobile user and the basestation is
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Figure 4.1. Distributed antenna arrays with a single mobile user.

a MIMO system model composed o f npni antennas at the base station side and

kr

antennas at the mobile user side. The user, while moving around the microcell, is
surrounded by nP arrays. Some of the antenna arrays may have a good channel matrix
while others may have a bad channel matrix.
The signal model is represented in the frequency domain as
y * = H*x*+w*

(4.i)

where xk is the vector o f symbols transmitted over the npni transmit antennas on the k!h
tone, y k is the vector o f received samples from the hr receive antennas, and wt is a zero
mean complex Gaussian noise vector with E [w *w f J = cr^I„g . Ht is the MIMO channel
matrix seen by the

tone and found using (2.38),
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The vector h* in the downlink transmission represents the channel gains (for tone k)
between a transmitting antenna i and all receiving antennas of the user.

4.2 Antenna Selection
Averaging o f shadowing is achieved using the selection among the space dimension
(different antennas) and the frequency dimension (different tones) so the user is assigned
the best available channel.

Depending on channel conditions, the user may get an

adaptive data rate according to the needed quality o f service (QoS), for example, by
adaptive tone assignment and adaptive signaling schemes (like space-time coding or
spatial multiplexing).
The main factor controlling the capacity of a MIMO system is the rank of the channel
matrix. The rank is actually the number o f virtual uncoupled data pipes (spatial sub
channels) between the transmitter and the receiver. The size of each pipe corresponds to
a certain eigenvalue (power gain) of the matrix, so the number o f non-zero eigenvalues
(or non-zero singular values) is the rank, and the sum o f all the eigenvalues is the total
channel power transfer gain.
In our propagation scenario each tone sees a channel composed o f npni antennas at
the base station side and np antennas at the user side. Only a few antennas can be
implemented at the mobile station side (due to limited space), while many antennas can
be used at the basestation side. Since the maximum rank is min(n*, npni), the maximum
portion of the capacity is due to a sub-channel matrix o f size np x np while the rest o f the
capacity is due to the array and diversity gain. The capacity increases linearly with an
increase in the number o f data pipes (rank) between the base station and the mobile
station and it increases logarithmically with the number of antennas (array gain) (see
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Section 3.2.3.2). We conclude from this discussion that it is advantageous to select at
least nr = hr antennas out of ripriL antennas at the base station side.
Although the rank is the main factor controlling the capacity of a MIMO system, it is
a crude measure of this capacity. A more refined measure is the eigenvalues spread,
which can be characterized by the condition number. Among the channels with the same
total power gain, the one which has the highest capacity is the one with all eigenvalues
being almost equal. More generally, the less spread out the eigenvalues are the larger the
capacity [23]. The ergodic capacity of a MIMO link is, generally, given by [34]
(4.3)

where p is the average SNR at each antenna, and n j and hr is the number o f transmit and
receive antennas, respectively. It is assumed here that the power is divided equally
between the uncorrelated transmitted signals. At low SNR the above relation can be
approximated by [34]
(4.4)

while at high SNR [34]
f rank(H)

C =rank(H)log

+E

£

log,(A)

(4.5)

where Xt are the eigenvalues o f HHfl . We see from the above relations that the capacity
of the low SNR case is determined mainly by the power gain o f the channel, while in the
high SNR case it is determined by the rank and condition number o f H (the eigenvalue
distribution). The condition number, for a two geographically separated antennas
transmitting to an array o f antennas, is [41]
(4.6)
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where Amax and /Lmin are the maximum and minimum eigenvalues, respectively, o f the
channel matrix, p = \eR(0t)HeR(02)|, and 0X and 02 are the angles o f arrival o f the signals
from transmit antenna 1 and 2, respectively. When /3 = 1, G is ill-conditioned, otherwise
it’s well-conditioned. In other words, the less aligned the spatial signatures o f the
transmitting antennas, the better conditioned the channel matrix. According to the above
physical model, it is possible to get a well-conditioned subchannel matrix when the user
is assigned (by a selection algorithm) antennas from geographically separated basestation
arrays. This will ensure less correlation between the transmit antennas and will reduce
the condition number o f the subchannel matrix (i.e. it will become well-conditioned)
which will result in enhancement of channel capacity.
As mentioned in Section 3.3.1, the presence o f a LOS component may reduce the
ergodic capacity of the MIMO channel, but due to the distribution of arrays around the
user, it is possible for the user to be assigned antennas in the space and frequency
domains that maximize the channel capacity (lower effective X-factor and lower
correlation and condition number).
It is advantageous to select at least nr =

antennas at the base station side. The

selected antennas don’t have to be located in the same array. By this selection scenario
the user will be assigned the best conditioned sub-channel matrix in terms o f correlation,
condition number, A'-factor and power transfer gain.
The user might also be assigned

out of ric tones o f the OFDM symbol. An antenna

assigned to the user doesn’t have to transmit on all the hk tones, meaning that each tone,
o f the riK tones, might have its own well-conditioned channel matrix. The tones assigned
to the user need not be transmitted from the same set o f antennas, as shown in Figure 4.2,
for example. Those tones that are transmitted from different antennas will be combined
correctly at the receiving side if the difference between their time o f arrival is less than
the guard time interval o f the OFDM symbol. As illustrated in Figure 4.3, when the delay
difference | d k - d ,\ / c is less than OFDM guard time, no ISI or ICI will occur [22]. The
addition o f the time shifted signals creates a diversity advantage for the user. To the user,
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Figure 4.2. OFDM tones transmitted from different antennas.

this situation is equivalent to a two-ray multipath channel. The probability that the sum of
both signals has an unacceptable low power because o f shadowing and flat fading is
much lower than the probability that one o f the individual signals is too weak.

4.3 Antenna and Tone Selection Algorithms
The optimum selection method o f antennas and tones is the one based on the capacity
criterion, because the relationship between phase values o f the channel matrix elements
are important decisive factors for channel capacity[25][26][77]. SNR based Power
transfer gain is a suboptimal selection criterion, but much less complex.

4.3.1 Capacity Based Selection Algorithm
To select the antennas and tones according to the capacity-based selection criterion, the
following process is used. For each tone, k , select the set of np transmit antennas out of
npni that gives the maximum capacity according to
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Figure 4.3. Two antennas transmitting the same OFDM tone to a mobile

c *jnax = -max log, det I ., + — fi.H "
* nT

(4.7)

where p is average SNR and S(H* ) is the set of all subchannel matrices consisting o f
nr columns of Ht . Then, select the hk tones that give the highest capacity.
This approach is an optimal selection algorithm but it is based on a long complicated
search that requires the evaluation of

'n Pn j}
\

nT

sets of capacity calculations. This can be

J

computationally prohibitive, especially with a large number o f basestation antennas.
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4.3.2 SNR Based Selection Algorithm
A much faster, but suboptimal, approach is to make the selection based on the channel
power transfer gain seen by the antennas (i.e., the SNR based selection criterion). The
power transfer gain from the m,h antenna, for tone k, is
(4.8)
For each tone, the selection algorithm selects the np antennas that have the highest power
transfer gains. Then, the yik tones that give the highest combined transfer gain,
(4.9)

P* = $ x »
m =1

are selected, where it is assumed that

m is sorted in descending order.

Although this algorithm is very simple, it is not very effective when the signals are
highly correlated, because subchannel matrices with poor condition numbers tend to be
selected. To address this shortcoming, we propose the following modification to the
algorithm. Instead of strictly picking the np antennas with the largest power transfer
gains, we try to pick antennas from different arrays that have large transfer gains. If the
number of required antennas for transmission (np) is less than the number o f arrays (i.e.,
nT <np ) then select the np antennas from different arrays and which have maximum
power transfer gain. If the number of required antennas for transmission is greater than
the number of arrays (i.e., np> np ) then select the first np antennas from different arrays
and that have maximum power transfer gain and then select the remaining np - np
antennas that are far apart from the previously selected antennas and that have maximum
power transfer gain.
An example o f assigning four tones and three base station antennas to a mobile user is
shown in Table 4.1. The other unused tones might be assigned to other users (in a multi
user environment), or left unused in a single user propagation scenario and the saved
transmit power reallocated to the selected tones.
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Index o f tone
assigned to the
user

Antennas selected for each tone for the user

15

1

3

6

19

1

6

8

20

1

6

8

61

2

5

6

Table 4 .1 . A n example o f the antennas assigned to a user in four assigned OFDM tones.

The capacity-based selection criterion gives better results than the suboptimal SNR
based selection criterion because the phases of the channel matrix elements play an
important role in determining the channel capacity. But the advantage of the suboptimal
method is that the determination of the best antennas is much simpler (for very small loss
in performance) than if we have to make a full search among all possible antenna
combinations [25].

4.4 Receiver Implementation
Recovery o f the spatially multiplexed symbols on each tone is performed according to
either the zero-forcing (ZF) criterion or the minimum mean square error (MMSE)
criterion. Estimates o f the transmitted symbols are given by
i* =M *y*

where y k is the vector of received samples at tone k, and

(4.10)

is either [78]

= (H ? H ,)_,H f
if zero-forcing is used, or
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M»

. = (H ?H , + o il)" 'H "

(4.12)

for MMSE.

4.5 Simulation Results
The main objective of the simulations is to compare antenna and tone selections in a
point to multi-point MIMO channel (distributed antenna arrays), with the selection in a
point-to-point MIMO channel (traditional MIMO). We consider the power transfer gain
o f the channel matrix as a selection criterion (SNR-based selection algorithm). In case of
correlated channels we employ the modification to the algorithm, mentioned in Section
3.3.2, that aims at reducing the eigenvalue spread and the condition number o f the
channel matrix resulting in better channel capacity. We model the multipath fading as a
tapped-delay line with 3 taps, as (0 -5 -10) dB, according to Stanford University interim
model (SUI 3).

4.5.1 Uncorrelated Rayleigh Fading
We assume that the channel is frequency selective fading and it contains a rich scattering
environment and that the antenna configurations (at the arrays and user sides) are in such
a way that makes the signals induced on the antennas on both sides o f the wireless link to
be uncorrelated (as a result of uncorrelated fading). We also assume that no specular or
LOS components exist in the wireless link so we are left with a pure flat fading
uncorrelated channel seen by each tone and is perfectly known to both the transmitter and
receiver sides. We use an OFDM symbol with nc = 64 tones and we select w* = 32 tones
for each user. The tones me loaded by QPSK symbols drawn from a zero mean unit
variance constellation.
Figure 4.4 shows the CDF of channel capacity for different antenna selection
configurations, where SNR = 10 dB. The curve labeled 3 shows that selecting nr = 3
transmitting antennas, out o f 14, from np = 7 distributed arrays of tip = 2 antennas each,
gives significant performance improvement over the case o f selecting the same number o f
antennas and tones but from two arrays o f 7 antennas each or one array o f 14 antennas
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(curves labeled 2 and 1, respectively). Increasing the number of receive antennas to 4
(and correspondingly increasing the number o f transmit antennas selected), yields an
additional substantial increase (curve 4).
Figure 4.5 compares the average BER versus SNR of a spatial multiplexing signaling
scheme with ZF or MMSE receivers. Here, the user has 5 antennas while 3 antennas are
selected from the basestation out o f 14 antennas. It demonstrates that distributing more
arrays around the user offers better performance. For the MMSE receiver, the curve
labeled 2, in which the basestation has np = 7 distributed arrays of «/, = 2 antennas each,
outperform the case, o f curves labeled 1, when the basestation has only np = 2 arrays of
ni = 1 antennas each. Same performance comparison applies to the ZF receiver (curve
labeled 4 with curve labeled 3). In addition, MMSE provides a slight performance
advantage over ZF at low SNR values.
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Figure 4.4. CDF o f channel capacity for different antenna configurations
(SNR= 10 dB).
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Figure 4.5. BER versus SNR o f different antenna configurations using
zeroforcing and MMSE receivers.

4.5.2 Correlated Ricean Fading
Using the SNR selection criterion, an Z-tap correlated-Ricean channel is generated for
each array (each with its angular spread, angle o f departure, angular spectrum and Kfactor), then we select for each tone the best rtr antennas out of all basestation antennas,
npni, according to the modified algorithm, proposed for Ricean-correlated channels, in
Section 4.3.2. Figure 4.6 shows the CDF of channel capacity, Figure 4.7 shows the CDF
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of channel matrix eigenvalues, Figure 4.8 shows the CDF of channel matrix condition
number, and Figure 4.9 shows the ergodic capacity versus SNR.
Curves labeled 1 to 4 in each of the figures, Figure 4.6 to Figure 4.9, demonstrate four
different antenna configurations, with fixed correlation properties and the ^-factor for all
arrays, as follows; ^-factor =10dB, Gaussian angular spectrum at the BS arrays with
angular spread o f 10 degrees, uniform angular spectrum at the MS with angular spread of
30 degrees, antenna spacing o f 0.5 Xc and the power delay profile (PDF) = [0 -5 -10] dB.
The number o f selected OFDM tones is 32 out of 64 tones, the number o f antennas at the
mobile user is 3, while 3 out o f 24 antennas are selected at the basestation side (the total
number of BS antennas is fixed at 24, while the number of arrays is varied and the
number of antennas within each array is also varied accordingly)
Curves labeled 1 shows the case of selecting 3 basestation antennas out of np = 2
arrays with ni - 12 antennas each. For this configuration, a low values o f channel
capacity is shown in Figure 4.6, a large eigenvalue spread is shown by the CDF of
eigenvalues in Figure 4.7, a large condition number is shown in Figure 4.8 and a
relatively bad ergodic capacity, versus SNR, is shown in Figure 4.9. Curves labeled 2
show the case o f selecting 3 basestation antennas out of np = 4 arrays with

= 6

antennas each. This configuration shows some improvement in channel capacity, as
shown in Figure 4.6, less eigenvalue spread, as shown in Figure 4.7, less condition
number, as shown in Figure 4.8 and better ergodic capacity, vs SNR, as shown in Figure
4.9. Curves labeled 3 shows the case of selecting 3 antennas out o f np = 6 arrays with ni
- 4 antennas each. More improvement is shown here.
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Figure 4.6. CDF o f channel capacity for different antenna
configurations, SNR =10 dB, Kp = 10.

The best performance is shown in curves labeled 4 which reflects a basestation of np
= 12 arrays with

= 2 antennas each. This configuration depicts an ergodic capacity o f

11.5 bps/Hz compared to 8 bps/Hz o f configuration 1 with much less eigenvalue spread
and the lowest left shift of the CDF o f the condition number curve.
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Figure 4.9. Ergodic capacity versus SNR for different antenna
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Curves labeled 1 to 5 in each o f the figures, Figure 4.10 to Figure 4.12, show the
effect o f correlation, /C-factor, configuration of antennas and the number o f taps o f the
power delay profile on the channel capacity and demonstrate five different MIMO
channel environments. In all cases we select for the user, with hr = 3 antennas, 3 antennas
out of the 12 basestation antennas. Curves labeled 1 demonstrate a MIMO channel with a
poor scattering environment represented by placing one array (rip = 1) on the basestation
tower with ni = 12 co-located antennas and with an angular spread of 2 degrees and a
Laplacian angular spectrum while the Af-factor = lOdB and a 3 tap power delay profile
(PDF) = [0 -5 -10] dB. In all other cases, we distribute the basestation antennas as np = 6
arrays with m = 2 antennas each. In Curves labeled 2 we assume a case o f rich scattering
environment represented by angular spread o f 30 degrees with Uniform angular spectrum
at each array while the AT-factor =10dB and a 3 tap PDF. Curves labeled 3 represent a
MIMO channel similar to that in case 2 except o f decreased AT-factor to 1 dB. Curves
labeled 4 also represent a MIMO channel similar to that in case 2 except o f assuming the
power delay profile to have 6 taps o f [0 - 2 - 4 ---- 10] dB. Curves labeled 5 represent a
case of randomly varying the angular spread in each array between 5 to 30 degrees with
uniform angular spectrum, and also randomly varying the AT-factor o f each array in the
range 1 to 10 dB while keeping the power delay profile fixed to 3 taps for all arrays.
Comparing Curves (1) & (2) in the three figures. We note that case 2 outperforms case
1 as shown in the improvement in channel capacity with the right shift o f CDF curve in
Figure 4.10 and a decrease in the condition number in Figure 4.11 and the increase of
ergodic capacity, vs SNR, in Figure 4.12. Curves labeled 3 show that the reduction o f the
K factor improves the channel capacity and reduces the channel matrix condition number.
Curves labeled 4 show that a channel with larger delay spread improves channel capacity
and reduces condition number. Curves labeled 5 reflects a realistic MIMO channel
environment as it assumes a different scattering environment around the arrays,
represented by different angular spread and different AC-factor. A significant improvement
in performance is evident as the it seems that the decrease o f the angular spread in some
of the arrays can be compensated by the decrease in the Af-factor in other arrays.
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In general, the distribution of arrays enriches the scattering environment which reduces
the eigenvalue spread and the opens more degrees o f freedom in space for the selection
algorithm which lead to clear improvement in the ergodic capacity and decreasing the
ergodic condition number of the channel matrix to values close to one.
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Figure 4.10. CDF of channel capacity under different antenna
configurations, and different correlation and Ricean
conditions.
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Chapter 5
Decorrelation of Multi-user Downlink MIMO Channels
In this chapter we shift our focus to multiuser downlink MIMO channels. We develop a
decorrelation algorithm that enhances the spatial separability o f the mobile users and
study the role o f distributing the antennas of the basestation, by using multiple arrays, on
such channels. In addition to allowing spatial multiplexing and providing spatial diversity
to each user, multiple antennas allow the base station to simultaneously transmit or
receive data to or from multiple users at high data rates [17]. This is a consequence of the
increase in degrees of freedom from having multiple antennas (see Appendix A). Several
mobile users with different spatial signatures can communicate simultaneously with the
basestation on the same frequency band. This allows frequency band reuse within the cell
resulting in increasing spectral efficiency. Practically, the location o f the users and the
scattering may cause the spatial signatures o f the mobile users to be almost identical. In
this situation it is difficult to separate the users based on spatial properties. Because
mobile users are located at different distances to the basestation, they will have different
pathloss with the basestation, so the near far problem makes it even more difficult for the
basestation to distinguish them.

Knowledge of the channel is essential in SDMA

signaling schemes otherwise the penalty is very significant in system performance.
The ability o f the basestation to spatially separate several users depends on the pair
wise cross-correlations between the channel matrices of the users (the inter-user
correlation). In this chapter we propose an improved null steering downlink MIMOOFDM system that reduces both the inter-user correlation and the near-far problem
resulting in a significant enhancement in system performance. We use the distributed
antenna system, presented in Section 2.3, where several basestation multi-antenna arrays
are distributed in a given area. Each array communicates with the basestation via optical
fiber links, and all transmitter signal processing is performed at the basestation. Multi
antenna users are spatially separated such that only a subset of the users is served by each
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tone of the OFDM symbol. The served users are selected based on an algorithm that
reduces the inter-user correlations.
Distributing the arrays around the users also balances the channel matrix leading to
significant reduction in the effect of the near-far problem. The channel matrix of each
user is assumed correlated and Ricean distributed. Several data symbols can be spatially
multiplexed to each user over each OFDM tone with high reliability and with good total
system capacity. Multiple input multiple output (MIMO) systems, orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (OFDM), radio-over-fiber (RoF), and space division multiple
access (SDMA) are four techniques that, when combined together, can provide very
spectrally efficient data transmission and thereby meet the high speed requirements of
future generations of wireless systems. Combining OFDM with MIMO provides
exceptional system performance by exploiting diversity in both the frequency and space
domains. SDMA is a communication technique that enables several multi-antenna mobile
users to communicate with the same basestation simultaneously in the same frequency
band with very little interference on each other. Additional details on SDMA and
beamforming can be found in Appendix A.

5.1 Channel Model
We consider the channel model previously described in Section 2.3. There are np antenna
arrays distributed around a microcell, each with ni antennas elements and each mobile
user has np antennas. The fading of the channel between the antennas o f any o f the
arrays and the mobile station antennas is assumed to be frequency selective and quasi
static. The channel state information (CSI) is assumed known at the basestation (for
example, by using an uplink to return channel measurements collected during the
transmission o f downlink training sequences). The fading statistics o f any given tone
within the OFDM signal is assumed to have a flat fading Ricean distribution. From site
to site, the average power, the Ricean Af-factor and the correlation (between antenna
elements) changes due to different path losses, shadowing and scattering environments
around the antennas.

The shadowing component is assumed to have a lognormal
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distribution. The correlation properties between the antennas within each array depend
on the angular spread, angular spectrum and direction of arrival or departure o f the
impinging wave and on the arrangement o f the antennas and the spacing between them.
The angular spectrum is assumed to be Gaussian [49] or Laplacian [50] at the
distributed antenna arrays of the basestation. We assume a rich scattering environment, at
the user side, so the angular spectrum is assumed uniformly distributed with a wide
angular spread [48]. The direction o f arrival (DoA), direction o f departure (DoD) and the
angular spread (AS) are in general time-variant due to the movement o f the mobile
station and the changing of scatterers around the antennas, however they are assumed to
remain fixed for the duration o f the transmission of a block o f data.
The L channel taps defines the time-domain MIMO channel model. The nc point
discrete Fourier transform (DFT) o f these taps (for every transmit/receive antenna pair)
gives the channel gains seen by each tone o f the OFDM symbol (for that antenna pair).
Each tone o f each user will see the hr x npni channel matrix

which is the frequency domain channel matrix for tone f. The vector h{ represents the
channel gains (for tone f ) between transmitting antenna i and all the receiving antennas of
the user.
For a multi-user propagation scenario two types of correlations have to be taken into
account: the correlation between the entries o f the channel matrix o f each user, and the
correlation between the channel matrix o f a user to that of other users. To be able to
separate users spatially (using SDMA techniques), its preferred that their channel
matrices be less correlated. If it happens that two or more users come close to each other
and the antennas o f the basestation are co-located, its highly likely that their channel
matrices will be highly correlated, but if the antennas of the basestation are distributed as
arrays and only users with low pair-wise cross-correlations are selected in each tone, then
the system performance will be significantly enhanced.
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5.2

Downlink Null Steering Signaling Models

We consider two downlink nullsteering signal models, a downlink nullsteering MISO
signal model where each user has a single antenna, and a downlink nullsteering MIMO
signal model where each user has several antennas.

5.2.1 Signal Model of a Single Antenna Mobile Users (downlink MISO)
We assume here that each user has just a single antenna. The frequency domain
representation of the time-domain MIMO channel model G, can be found using equation
(2.38) in Section 2.4, so the np ■nL channel vector for one tone seen by the

mobile

user is
(5-2)
where h \ is the channel gain between the ith basestation antenna and the k!h user.
The nu x npnL channel matrix from the basestation to all the nu users is

H=

h,
h.

(5.3)

”v
The signal received on one tone by the

user is
(5.4)

rk = M + »*
where

is noise received at the k!h user and x is the signal vector transmitted to all users

after being filtered by the basestation for the sake of transmit zeroforcing (null steering),
so
(5.5)

x = Ws
where

W = [w, w2- w

]
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and
(5.7)
s k is the constellation symbol transmitted to the k!h user and w t is the«/,« i x l
normalized filter weight for the tfh user.
Within one symbol duration a total o f nu symbols, one per user, are directed, from the
npni transmit antennas, toward the nu users but under the constraint that
(5.8)
(<**)
For each user, k, Equation (5.8) means that a symbol transmitted to one user is nulled to
all other users. The matrix W is therefore the pseudo inverse of the channel matrix H
but after normalizing each column to maintain a constant transmitted power. The
nullforming matrix W is then
(5.9)
The problem o f this nullforming is that if two or more user channels are cross-correlated,
then the performance of the SDMA technique will be greatly reduced. This occurs when
one user comes close to the desired user, or when the scattering environment is in such a
way that makes the user channels correlated. Also, a near-far problem is expected when
the basestation antennas are co-located and one or more mobile users are close to the
basestation while others are located far away. This creates an unbalanced channel matrix.
To reduce this correlation and improve the spatial separability of the users, a
decorrelation (i.e. cross-correlation reduction) algorithm is proposed in Section 5.3.
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5.2.2 Signal Model of a Multi Antenna Mobile Users (downlink MIMO)
We switch now to the general case when each mobile user has several antennas and
downlink null steering is employed by the basestation.

The frequency domain

representation o f the time-domain MIMO channel model can be found using equation
(2.38) in section 2.4. The channel for one OFDM tone seen by the kth user is
(5.10)
where H* is the nR x nL channel matrix from the P,h array to the &*11user’s antennas. The
channel seen by the basestation to the antennas o f all nu users’ is given by the
nRnv x npnL total channel matrix
(5.11)
Our goal is to spatially multiplex to each user as many symbols as the rank of his
effective channel matrix, which can be done using eigen beamforming, but without
causing any interference to other users. The signals received by all users are
r = H x+ n

(5.12)

where x = Wd are the corresponding transmitted symbols, and n is the zero mean
complex Gaussian noise vector at the receive antennas. W is the null steering matrix
(pre-filtering matrix) used for all the users, and
(5.13)
with
(5.14)
being the modulated data vector transmitted to the k^ user, where no is the number o f
modulation symbols transmitted to a user, that depends on his effective channel matrix in
each assigned tone.
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In order for the vector dt not to be seen by the other users, it should be rotated
towards the null space o f the total channel matrix o f the other users, H *, of size
nR{riu -1 ) x npnL.

This is the matrix between the basestation antennas and all the

antennas o f the other users, which is H after removing H*, so

H f-

(5.15)

Rotating dt towards the null space of H* is a linear transformation achieved by
expressing dA in terms of a new coordinate system. This coordinate system is defined by
the null singular vectors of H* (i.e. the singular vectors that correspond to the null
singular values of H* ). By singular value decomposition of H* we get
H" = U hcA„cVh
"c.

(5.16)

where U c and V c are nR(nv - 1) x nR(n;/ -1 ) and npnL x npnL unitary matrices,
respectively, and
a hc = diag (erf",o f ,• ••,<7" * ^ ).

(5.17)

where cr;H‘ is the /'th singular value o f H£, sorted in descending order.
IfW * is the matrix whose columns are the last npnL -^ (n ^ - 1) columns o f VHc (the
null singular vectors for the k* user), and
W = [W1 W2 - .W J ,

(5.18)

then, for all users,
HtcW ,= 0 .

(5.19)

Equation (5.19) implements the zero-interference constraint which means that a signal
transmitted to a user is nulled to all other users. Weighting the transmitted signals, d ,
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with W will create a block diagonal matrix HW , which becomes the effective channel
matrix seen by the basestation to all users leading to the needed zero interference
constraint. The efficiency of this null steering depends, as mentioned above, on the inter
user cross correlations as well as on the eigenvalue spread of HHW. If the basestation
antennas are all co-located then different physical locations of the mobile users will cause
a poorly balanced H , leading to the near-far problem. On the other hand distributing the
basestation antenna arrays reduces the eigenvalue spread of HHff resulting in more
balanced power transfer gains which significantly enhances the efficiency o f the null
steering system.
With this signal model, the effective channel matrix seen by the ktb user is

,

which can be used to spatially multiplex a maximum o f rank(HJ.Wt ) o f data symbols to
the A* user. This can be done by eigen beamforming the data vector o f user k using
singular value decomposition of Ht Wt . That is,

H*W*=UHiWAHiWV„%f

(5-20)

AH*wt = diag(of,H‘w*

(5.21)

with

where erf ,H*W* is the /'th singular value of HtWt and (of ,H‘w*)2 is the gain o f the /th
spatial channel (eigen mode) available for the

user. The effective channel model for

II

09>

the kA user is
D .(H , W A + n ,) .

(5.22)

M»»,.

(5.23)

II

[5, s2 ••
r*k

L^l

*k

...

gk

1'

(5.24)

f

(5.25)
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The spatial multiplexing matrix, Mt , is formed from the columns o f VHWt. For
dominant mode transmission (directing the user’s power along the largest spatial eigen
mode), for example,

is simply the first column o f VHWt and sk = [sf], but to

transmit two symbols,

is formed from the first two columns o f VHWt and

sk = [sf,.?* ] , and so on, with maximum number of transmitted symbols equal to the rank
o f HjWj . The spatial de-Multiplexing matrix, Dk, is formed from the first columns of
, with the number o f columns equal to the number o f symbols transmitted in sk.
Although the near-far problem is reduced in this system due to distributing the BS
antenna arrays around and close to the users, making the differences of the users’
distances to the basestation in the order o f hundreds o f meters, the power gains o f the
channel matrices still differ from one user to another due to their different locations.
Optimal energy allocation, for the each user’s eigen mode, is therefore found through the
water pouring algorithm.
The effective signal model for the £* user of each eigen mode after block
diagonalization o f the total channel matrix by W , multiplexing and de-multiplexing
using M* and

, and employing the water pouring algorithm on the eigenvalues of

H*W* is

where E s is the amount o f energy available for each tone o f the OFDM symbol, A* is
the /'th eigenvalue of HtWt ,

is the power share, as determined by water pouring,

given to this eigen mode and ni is the additive Gaussian noise.
The water pouring algorithm starts with the eigen mode with the lowest gain (smallest
A*). If that lowest gain mode does not guarantee the required SNR at the receiver, this
weak spatial subchannel will be discarded and the algorithm will distribute the available
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energy between the remaining rank(Hi Wjt) —1 spatial subchannels. The algorithm will
continue reducing the number o f spatial subchannels until the required SNR is achieved
in every spatial subchannel. The worst case is to leave a user with a single spatial
subchannel (dominant mode transmission).
For this null steering to work, two conditions have to be fulfilled. We should have at
least one null singular vector for each of the n(J —1 users and the matrices in H* have to
be pair-wise uncorrelated (or, at least, have low cross-correlation). We can control the
first condition by making H* a wide matrix, by increasing the number o f basestation
antennas compared to the total number o f users’ antennas. The second condition depends
on the location of the users with respect to each other and on the environment around
their antennas and the basestation antennas.
If the basestation antennas are co-located at the high tower of the basestation, then
three problems are expected, a high pair-wise correlation between the users’ channel
matrices who come close to each other, an unbalanced total channel matrix due to the
near-far problem and a risk of low rank and high condition number of Ht Wt . But when
the basestation antennas are distributed then the users, instead of communicating with
one point, will communicate with an enlarged space dimension (multi-point basestation).
This reduces the negative effect of the near-far problem, but the inter-user correlation can
remain high for users that are close to each other. To reduce this correlation and improve
the spatial separability o f the users, we present the following decorrelation algorithm.

5.3 Decorrelation Algorithm
In each tone of the OFDM symbol, we serve only a subset of ns users out o f the total set
o f nu users. The subset is chosen as the users whose channel matrices for that tone have
the lowest pair-wise cross-correlations. This is accomplished by the following algorithm:
•

Find all possible subsets o f ns out of nu users.

•

Find the pair-wise cross correlation coefficient between the channel matrices o f each
pair (k, I) o f users in the subset, according to the Pearson product-moment correlation
[79][80]:
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(5.27)
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where [HJ„m is m,nth element of the channel matrix o f user k and H* is the
arithmetic mean of the entries o f Ht .
•

Find the mean correlation coefficient o f each subset, and then choose the subset with
the lowest mean.
By this strategy each user will be assigned to a different number o f OFDM tones, in

such a fashion that ensures spatial separation to enable the SDMA technique to work
properly. The total channel matrix, H , defined in (5.11), will be reduced to only include
the ns users that have been assigned to that tone.

5.4 Simulation Results and Discussion
The system’s uncoded BER performance is evaluated by means of computer simulation,
according to the following system parameters. A Ricean correlated channel matrix is
generated assuming a Gaussian angular spectrum with an angular spread ranging
randomly between 5-30° for each array, with uniformly distributed angles of departure.
The Ricean A>factor is randomly selected between 0-10 dB for each array, and the
Stanford University interm-3 (SUI-3) model is used for the power delay profile and path
loss model given in [36] [35] (see Section 4.5). We calculated the pathloss using equation
(2.1) in which the constants PL0 and y are calculated based on the correction terms for
frequency and antenna heights, as in [36], where we assume a carrier frequency o f 2.5
GHz, user antenna elevation o f 2 metres, basestation array elevation of 10 metres, d 0 =
60 metres and terrain type B constants. The results presented here are the average over a
large number of different random channel realizations. A 64-tone OFDM symbol is used.
First we simulate the downlink zeroforcing system (MISO system), described in
Section 5.2.1, where each user is assumed to have a single antenna. Figure 5.1 simulates
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Figure 5.1. BER performance of a MISO propagation scenario, before and after
the distribution of the basestation antennas, with Dmin = 60, Dmax
2000.

two propagation scenarios. The first one is when 5 users are being served by a traditional
basestation that has only one antenna array composed o f «/, =12 antennas. No intra-user
correlation is assumed. A near-far problem is simulated here where two users are
intentionally placed close to the basestation while the others are randomly placed at
distances ranging between

D mi„

= 60 and D max = 2000 metres. Curves labeled (1) show

the average uncoded-BER o f each mobile user o f this case. A bad performance is clear
due to unbalanced channel matrix seen by the basestation to all users. Curves labeled (2)
simulates the second propagation scenario in which the basestation antennas are
distributed as np = 12 arrays with one antenna each. A more balanced channel matrix is
created due to random user’s distances to the distributed arrays.
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Figure 5.2. BER performance of a MISO propagation scenario, before and
after the reduction of inter-user cross-correlations, with np = 12,
nL = 1

Figure 5.2depicts the case when two or more users come close to each other. We
generate this scenario by making the channel vectors o f those closely located users highly
correlated in 25% of the OFDM tones only. No near-far scenario is assumed. Curves
labeled (1) show a bad performance o f this case because the basestation zeroforcing
transmission system could not spatially separate the highly correlated mobile users.
Curves labeled (2) shows a much improved BER performance after employing the cross
correlation reduction algorithm which selects, in each tone, only 5, out o f 9, users who
has the lowest pair-wise cross-correlations.
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Second, we simulate the MIMO case (Section 5.2.2) where two uncoded QPSK
symbols (no = 2) are spatially multiplexed to each user on each tone. Figure 5.3
illustrates the adverse effects of intra- and inter-user correlation on system BER
performance, when the proposed correlation reduction algorithm is not employed. The
basestation has 16 co-located antennas (np = 1, Hz. = 16), and there are nu = 5 users, each
with riR = 3 antennas. All the users are served by each OFDM tone, (ns = 5). The
nominal system throughput is 2*noxns = 20 bits/sec/Hz. Curves 1 and 2 in Figure 5.3
show the average system BER in the absence o f high inter-user correlation. Curve 1
corresponds to the case where there is also no high intra-user correlation, whereas Curve
2 reflects the presence of high intra-user correlation. Intra-user correlation is avoided by
using a large basestation antenna separation o f A T = 10 and assuming an angular spread
of 30° with Gaussian angular spectrum, and is more prominent when A T is reduced to
0.5 and the angular spread is 1-2° with Laplacian angular spectrum. As can be seen, the
intra-user correlation leads to a significant degradation in performance. The performance
is even worse when inter-user correlation is present. Curves 3 and 4 show the uncodedBER performance when high inter-user correlation occurs, without and with intra-user
correlation, respectively. In both cases the SDMA system could not compensate for the
correlation, and very poor performance is realized, even at high SNR. The inter-user
correlation was introduced by artificially correlating the channel matrices o f users 1 & 2
for 25% o f the OFDM tones, simulating the case when the two users are close to each
other.
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Figure 5.3. System BER performance with co-located basestation antennas and
different correlation scenarios, without correlation reduction, with np - 1,
nL = 16, nR = 3, «(/= 5, ns = 5.

As shown in Figure 5.4, distributing the basestation antennas around the cell only
provides a marginal improvement in BER performance when high inter-user correlation
is present(intra-user correlation is reduced by distributing the antennas).
corresponds to np = 8 antenna arrays o f

This case

= 2 antennas each, with the same inter-user

correlation used in the previous example. As can be seen, the BER error floor drops
slightly, from 0.2 to about 0.06, but an error floor nonetheless remains. Plotting the
individual BER curves o f the five users indicates that the poor average performance is
due to the high BER’s o f the two highly correlated users (users 1 & 2). The other three
users experience performance similar to the low-correlation case shown in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.4. BER performance of system with distributed basestation antennas,
without using cross-correlation reduction algorithm, with np = 8,
nL = 2, nR = 3, nv = 5, ns = 5.

The proposed decorrelation algorithm can drastically improve the BER performance
for the highly correlated users. Figure 5.5 show the BER performance when the
correlation reduction algorithm is used to select, out o f a total of nu = 9 users, the ns = 5
users who have the lowest inter-user correlations for each tone o f the OFDM symbol. A
clear improvement in the BER curves is evident, as all the users, even the highly
correlated ones (users 1 & 2), achieve the same good performance. Note that the nominal
total system throughput is the same as in the previous examples (20 bits/sec/Hz), but the
per-user throughput is lower because there are more users.
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Figure 5.5. User BER performance with distributed basestation antennas, using the
cross-correlation reduction algorithm, with np = 8,

= 2, hr = 3 ,n u = 9,

ns = 5.

Figure 5.6 examines the performance o f the system when the number of users who
are correlated is increased.

Curves 1 & 2 show the system performance when the

correlation reduction algorithm is not used (with nu =

= 4 users), and poor system

performance is evident. Curve 3 shows the case when users 1&2 and 3&4 are inter
correlated, and the correlation reduction algorithm is used to select ns = 4 out of nu = 9
users. As can be seen, much better performance is possible. The same good performance
o f the correlation reduction algorithm is seen in Curve 4 when three pairs of the users
(1&2, 3&4 and 5&6) are inter-correlated.
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Figure 5.6. User BER performance with more correlated users, using the cross
correlation reduction algorithm, with np = 8, «z,= 2, hr = 3.

It is worthwhile to note that the improved BER performance does not come at the
expense o f total system throughput, which is 16 bits/sec/Hz for all curves shown in
Figure 5.6, nor is it achieved by neglecting to serve the highly-correlated users. Table 5.1
shows the number o f OFDM tones allocated to each user in each channel realization, for
the same system parameters used with Curve 3 in Figure 5.6. The number of tones
allocated to each user depends on the inter-user correlation properties (that is on the
locations o f users with respect to each other and on the surrounding environment), on the
correlation properties o f the channel matrices o f each user, and on the system parameters
(such as the number o f tones in the OFDM symbol, the number of antennas used, the
number of symbols spatially multiplexed to each user, etc).
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16
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Table 5.1. Number o f OFDM tones allocated to each of the 9 users (out o f 64 tones),
with

np = 8 ,

= 2, hr = 3,nu= 9, ns = 4, SNR =15 dB.

As can be seen in Table 5.1, all users are allocated at least some tones in each channel
realization, although the number o f tones allocated to two of the highly-correlated users is
somewhat below average.
To further investigate the system fairness, Figure 5.7 shows the probability mass
function o f the number o f tones allocated to each user for the same set o f system
parameters. As the figure illustrates, although not all users are allocated the same number
o f tones, almost all the users will be allocated a reasonable number. An acceptable
degree o f fairness amongst the mobile users is achieved, in the sense that accepted
fairness requirements, such as the Qualcomm fairness criterion, are not violated [81].
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Figure 5.7. Probability mass function o f the number of tones allocated to each user,
with np = 8, hl = 2, hr = 3,n u = 9, ns = 4, SNR =15 dB.

Figure 5.8 illustrates the effect o f different users’ path losses which result in the nearfar problem. No inter-user cross-correlation is assumed, and water pouring is not used
for allocation o f energies to users’ spatial channels. Curve 1 simulates the case when
only np = 1 basestation antenna array o f np = 16 antennas is used. The distances o f the 8
users (with 2 antennas each) to the basestation array is randomly generated to range
between D mj„ = 60 and Dmax = 3000 meters. Very poor performance is observed. This is
because the total channel matrix is composed of users’ matrices that differ greatly in
power transfer gains (greatly unbalanced). Curve 2 simulates the same case but with np =
16 basestation arrays each with one antenna. Better performance is achieved because of
the more balanced total channel matrix.
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Figure 5.8. Effect o f the near-far problem on the BER for different antenna
configurations and different mobile users' distances to the arrays.

Even more improvement is apparent in Curve 3 because the distances to the users are
made to range between 60 to 500 meters only which also results in a more balanced
matrix. By increasing the number o f antennas distributed around the users, as seen in
Curve 4 with np = 8 and ni = 3, the performance is further improved even when the user
distances range between 60 to 3000 meters. Smaller differences of user distances with
the larger number o f distributed antennas results in even better performance as shown in
Curve 5.
Figure 5.9 shows the effect of using the water pouring algorithm for optimal
allocation o f energies across the spatial channels of each user. Curve 1 depicts a
propagation scenario in which 8 basestation arrays of 3 antennas each are transmitting
(using null steering but without employing water pouring) to 8 users with 2 antennas each
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Figure 5.9. Effect o f water pouring on the average BER, with nP = 8,

= 3,«« = 2,

nu = 8, n s = 4.

with user pathloss distances is ranging between 60 to 3000 meters.

The same

propagation scenario is simulated in Curve 2 but the water pouring algorithm is used to
optimally allocate energies across the available spatial channels of each user.

The

improvement in performance is significant at low SNR values. This is an expected result,
because the capacity o f the low SNR case is determined mainly by the power gain of the
channel

so it is better to direct all power through the dominant mode, while in the

high SNR case it is determined by the rank and condition number of

which

recommends exploiting the available spatial channels to simultaneously transmit multiple
symbols to each user [34].
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Chapter 6
Decorrelation of Uplink Multi-user MIMO Channels

In this chapter we shift our focus to uplink multiuser MIMO channels. We extend the
decorrelation algorithm to enhance the spatial separability o f the mobile users
transmitting to a base station with distributed antennas and study the role of distributing
the antennas o f the basestation, as multiple arrays, on such MIMO channels. We also
show the advantage o f the decorrelation algorithm and antenna distribution on the
convergence time of LMS algorithm and on the near-far problem usually faced in multi
user channels.

6.1 Adaptive Filters and the Eigen Structure of the Wireless Channel
In applications where the signals and channel are time-varying, it is the rule that the
system be controlled at design time. For example, in wireless channels a self designing or
self adjusting filter is necessary to achieve the desired and stable system performance.
This is done by adjusting a digital filter weights, according to certain criterion, each time
the channel changes. These filters are called “adaptive filters.
Adaptive filters have many structures. The most widely used filter structure is the
transversal filter due to its stability and analysis simplicity. In array processing a more
generalized transversal filter structure, called a linear combiner structure, is used. Other
structures, such as recursive and lattice, are usually used for other applications.
Adaptive algorithms can be classified into two main optimizations categories,
statistical and deterministic. Least Mean Square (LMS) algorithm is usually used for the
former while Recursive Least Square (RLS) algorithm is usually used for the latter case
[82] [83] [84] [85].
A brief review of adaptive signal processing theory is given in this chapter followed
by detailed analysis o f a decorrelated uplink MIMO channel, in which an adaptive filter
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is used to spatially separate mobile users after the deployment of the previously described
decorrelation algorithm to enhance the multiuser spatial separability (section 5.3).

6.1.1 Linear Combiner Transversal Filter
The most commonly used structure in implementing adaptive filters for antenna arrays is
the linear combiner transversal structure shown in Figure 6.1. It is composed o f two main
parts, the filter part and the update part. The function o f the filter part is to calculate the
filter output y (« ), while the function o f the update part is to adjust and optimize the set
of L filter weights w , [85]
w = [w0w,---w i _1]

(6.1)

such that the output y(ri) becomes as close as possible toa reference signald ( n ).
The vector o f signals,

input to an adaptivefilter and that mightbe receivedfrom an

array o f antennas or from different mobile users, is expressed as
« (n) = [u0(n )u 1(n)---uL_l(n)].

(6-2)

At each time index n , the filter part processes a set o f input signals to produce a
single output sample y («) (assuming sample per sample implementation). This output
y (rc)is calculated as a linear combination of the input signals sampled at that time
instance n as

t

( « ) = & , ’« /•

(6-3)

n=0

y (n)can be expressed in matrix notation as,
y ( n ) = w H(n)u(n).

(6.4)

When the input signals are samples of signals transmitted from sources that are located
at different positions in space, the linear combiner becomes a linear spatial filter that
processes its input signals to produce the spatially filtered output y (« ).
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Figure 6.1. Linear combiner transversal adaptive filter.

The filter weights are calculated such that the signals received from certain source (i.e the
look direction) are passed to the output while other signals received from other sources
are rejected (a beamforming process) [85].
An adaptive algorithm is used, in each training interval, to adjust the filter coefficients
so that a certain performance criterion is optimized in some sense. The optimization
algorithm adjusts the filter weights such that the output y { n ) resembles a desired signal
(usually arriving from the look direction) d ( n ) , or equivalently, an error signal e(n) is
minimized.

6.1.2 The Least Mean Squares Problem
Suppose the input sequence u (n ), the desired signal d (n ) and the filter output are all
stochastic processes then the error e(n) that is defined by [82][87][88]
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e (n )= d (n ) —y ( n ) .

(6.5)

is also a stochastic process. The least mean squared error performance function is then
.

(6.6)

= E { ( d ( n ) - y ( n ) ) 2}
J M = £ { r f2(« )|-2 R e {w " p } + w " R w

(6.7)

P = £ { r f> )u (« )}

(6.8)

where:

is a cross-correlation vector as it measures the cross-energy o f the reference signal d (n)
and the received signals u (« ), and
R = £ {u (« )u " (« )}

(6.9)

is the autocorrelation matrix.
This solution process o f w that minimizes J ms leads to the normal equations
R w 0/),= P .

(6.10)

The most straight forward approach to solving (6.10) is the direct inversion of R
followed by the multiplication with the vector P leading to the well known Wiener-Hoff
solution [85]
"V = R 'P .

(6.11)

For a filter of M taps, the inversion requires M3 multiplications and many other
additions and subtractions. This third order complexity encourages the use o f the iterative
approximation solution as it is less complex.
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Figure 6.2. Mobile users transmitting to distributed basestation

6.2 Decorrelation of an Adaptive Uplink Signaling Scheme
We extend the decorrelation algorithm to improve the multi-user separability o f an uplink
MIMO channel (Figure 6.2). Such a reduction in channel matrix correlations decreases
the convergence time o f iterative adaptive algorithms such as the LMS algorithm. The
channel vector o f each user is assumed correlated and Ricean distributed.
Adaptive arrays at the basestation can be used to distinguish several users who have
sufficiently different spatial signatures on the basestation antennas. If two or more users
have correlated spatial signatures, then it is difficult for the basestation adaptive array to
spatially separate them and it takes longer time to reach the optimum filter taps [85].
Because it is not possible, in the uplink transmission scenario, to coordinate between
users the beamforming o f their signals toward the basestation, all beamforming and
signal processing has to be done at the basestation. To be able to separate users spatially,
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the basestation has to form, dynamically using adaptive signal processing, a weighting
matrix that gives maximum SINR for each user. To avoid complex signal processing
techniques, such as matrix inversions or RLS algorithm, we use the simple least mean
square (LMS) algorithm for this purpose.

6.2.1 Signal Model
The distributed antenna system described in Section 2.3 is considered here. Each user
will transmit a sequence of training symbols to the basestation to adjust the adaptive filter
weights reach their optimum values. The vector of samples received at the basestation
antennas from all users, at the tth tone and time instant n, is (Figure 6.3)

«' ( « ) = Z h'X ( « ) + v ' o )
k =i

( 6 . 12)

where u(n) = [M,,i/2,• • ■ ,« ] is the vector o f samples, w, , received by basestation
antennas, h'A is a quasi static channel vector, generated according to Section 2.3, seen by
the basestation, at the fth tone, to the A* user, given as
(6.13)
where h; = [hx h2 ---hnL]7 , h, is the channel gain between the user’s antenna and the Ith
antenna at one of the distributed arrays, d'k (« )is the training symbol transmitted from the
Uh user and v *(« ) is the additive noise vector corrupting the received signals at time
instant n.
To direct a distinct look direction from the basestation antennas towards each user (i.e.
maximize SINR for each user), the basestation has to adaptively generate a different
weight vector, w k, for each user. The beamforming matrix, at the basestation, for all
users can be written as
(6.14)
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Figure 6.3. Training symbols transmitted from multiple users to a
distributed basestation antennas employing adaptive filter.

The estimated ]£h user's signal, at the basestation, after using the above weight vector, is
given as
dk =

(« )“ («)

(6-15>

The mean square error for the k!h user is
M SE = E {(et («))2} = E l(d„ (n)-d„ (» ))'}

(6.16)

v/k (n) is updated using the LMS algorithm (with fx as the step size) as follows [12]:

wt (n +1) =

(« )+ /x u(» )ej (n)

(6.17)

The eigenvalues spread and the condition number, o f the npriL x tipriL autocorrelation
matrix, R ,
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R = E(u(n)uH(»))

(6.18)

is the decisive factor determining the speed of convergence of w(«) towards the optimum
point on the squared error performance function. The modal decomposition o f R is given
as [84]
R = QAQ"

where Q = [q,

(6.19)

q»] is a unitary matrix composed o f a set o f orthonormal eigenvectors,

q ,, that correspond to the eigenvalues o f R and that are arranged in the main diagonal of
the matrix
A =diag[Al Zz - \ u

( 6 .20)

The first njj eigenvalues correspond to the riu mobile users while the other eigenvalues
are zeros (due to a large number, npni, of basestation antennas). The spread of the
eigenvalues is increased by the near-far problem and the correlations within the channel
matrix. Distributing the basestation antennas will reduce the gain imbalance o f the
channel matrix and also reduce the intra-user correlations. To reduce the inter-user
correlations we use the decorrelation algorithm, previously proposed in Section 5.3.

6.3 Decorrelation of a Space-time Block Coded Uplink Signaling Scheme
We investigate the decorrelation algorithm and the distribution of the basestation
antennas on the performance of another uplink propagation scheme where multi-users,
with 2 antennas each, are transmitting Alamouti space-time block codes to the
basestation.
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6.3.1 Signal Model
On the first symbol period, user k will transmit signals s* and s \ from his antennas to the
basestation and then transmit signals —s*2k and s,** on the second symbol period. The
signal model for a single user over two time periods is:
Yk = H t S ,+ n

(6.21)

'k
S\
k
2

(6.22)

where:

Sk =

*k '
2

*k

r *
y>

*1

(6.23)

y* is a ripm x 1 vector of the signals received at the basestation antennas due to the
symbols transmitted from the
H* —[hf

user at the zth symbol period.

h*]

h i ,k
i
i

,k

(6.24)

h* =
h'”p

Vs

-

hZ Pf

(6-25)

where h''* is the hl x 1 vector o f channel gains from the / h antenna o f the A:**1user to the
array.
yf = h fs* + h * .s‘

y*2* = h

„k

*k c k

h1 2
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The effective signal model becomes:
(6.28)

Yk = H *s* + n

where:

Y k =

Yi

(6.29)

y?

(6.30)

H.

*k

*k

(6.31)

When Alamouti coded signals o f multiple users are spatially multiplexed, the received
signal at the basestation from the k!h user is:
(6.32)
j*k1
J =

The estimated signal o f the k h user is:

^ = H f Yk

6.33)

The less correlated the matrices Ht , the better the ability o f the basestation to separate
the multi-user's signals. We select the less correlated mobile users, in each tone, based on
the decorrelation algorithm previously described in Section 5.3.
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6.4 Simulation Results
We present below the simulation results of both uplink signaling schemes, the adaptive
signaling scheme and the space-time coded signaling scheme. We used a 32 tone OFDM
symbol each loaded with a QPSK signal.

6.4.1 Simulation Results of the Adaptive Signaling Scheme
Figure 6.4 depicts the near-far problem where we assume a number of rii = 32 co-located
(nP = 1) basestation antennas are mounted on the top of the basestation tower. We also
assume that n\j= « s= 5 mobile users are present in the microcell where two o f them are
located at a near distance around 70 metres and the other three users are located at a far
distance around 1000 metres. We generate the channel according to the model given in
Section 2.3 with no inter-user correlations. This makes the eigenvalue distribution o f the
autocorrelation matrix in (6.18) only affected by the power balance within the channel
matrix. Figure 6.4 shows the CDF o f eigenvalues and condition number o f this scenario
where we see how spread the eigenvalues are and how large the condition number is
because o f the severe near-far case.
Figure 6.5 shows a propagation scenario where we distribute the basestation antennas
as np = 8 arrays o f np = 4 antennas each. The CDF curves labeled 1 show this case where
we see a significant decrease, compared to Figure 6.4, in the eigenvalue spread and a
reduction in the condition number. Curves labeled 2 show more improvement (reduction
in eigenvalue spread and condition number) when the number o f the distributed arrays is
increased to nP = 16 o f np = 2 antennas each.
In Figure 6.6 we ignore the near-far problem, by assuming all users have equal
distance to the basestation, and focus on the effect o f the decorrelation algorithm and
distributing the basestation antennas on the performance in an environment o f intra-user
and inter-user correlations. Curves labeled 1 depicts the case when one array (nP= 1) o f
ni = 16 co-located antennas. Here we generated correlated channel vectors, for each user,
assuming Laplacian angular spectrum, 2-3 degrees angular spread and random angles o f
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Figure 6.4. CDF o f eigenvalues and condition number with near-far problem
and co-located basestation antennas as «/>= 1, np = 32, D mjn = 70m,
Dmax= 1000m.

arrival. Slow and bad convergence is clear. A much better performance is shown in the
curves labeled 2, where we distributed the basestation antennas into np = 8 arrays of ni =
2 antennas each. The best performance is shown in the Curves labeled 3 where we
employed the decorrelation algorithm to reduce the inter-user correlation.
Figure 6.7 shows the case when ns = 2 out o f nu = 5 users are highly correlated in
25% of the OFDM tones. We see that the MSE curves o f those two users, labeled 1, do
not converge. Figure 6.8 shows the same previous case but we selected ns = 5 users out of
nu = 9 users with the lowest inter-user correlations using the decorrelation algorithm. A
much better performance is evident.
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Figure 6.5. CDF o f eigenvalues and condition number for with a near-far problem
and distributed antennas as np = 8, ni = 4, and np = 16, ni = 2.
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Figure 6.6. Effect of antenna configuration on the MSE of several
mobile users with intra-user correlations.
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Figure 6.7. MSE of nu = 5 users with inter-user correlations
without using decorrelation algorithm.
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Figure 6.8. MSE of nu= 9 users with inter-user correlations
when selecting ns = 5 users, in each OFDM tone,
using the decorrelation algorithm.

6.4.2 Simulation Results of the Space-time Block Coded Signaling Scheme
A 64 tone OFDM symbol is used each loaded with a QPSK signal. A Ricean-correlated
user channel matrix is generated for each array. We assume that all users have equal
distances to the antenna arrays.
Figure 6.9 depicts the performance of a single user scenario. Curve 1 shows the case
when 4 basestation antennas are co-located in one array, the K factor is zero, the angular
spectrum is assumed Laplacian while the angular spread is assumed 4 degrees at the
arrays and 20 degrees at the user antennas. Improvement in performance is recognized in
Curve 2 when distributing the antennas as 4 arrays of one antenna each.
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improvement is shown in Curve 3 when distributing more antennas where it is assumed
that the basestation has 3 arrays of 2 antennas each and that the angular spectrum is
uniformly distributed with angular spread ranges randomly between 10 and 30 degrees
for each array in each channel realization. These improvements are due to the reduction
in intra-user correlations because of distributing the antennas of the basestation as arrays.
Figure 6.10 shows the performance when mobile users are spatially multiplexing the
Alamouti coded signals to the basestation. Curve 1 shows the case when the basestation
has 3 arrays with 8 antennas each (np = 3, ul = 8) and two users are spatially multiplexing
the Alamouti coded signals to the basestation. No correlation reduction or user selection
is employed.

Improvement is recognized in Curve 2, compared to Curve 1, due to

distributing more arrays (np = 8, ni = 3) while keeping the same total number of
basestation antennas (i.e 24 antennas).
Curve 3 shows the case with the same antenna configuration as curve 1 but here it is
assumed that 5 mobile users are present in the cell and we employ the correlation
reduction algorithm to select 2 of them (np = 3, «/. = 8, nu = 5, ns = 2). Significant
improvement is noticed compared to Curves 1 and 2 due to reduction in inter-user
correlations. As shown in Curve 4, distributing more antenna arrays of the basestation
(np = 8, «£ = 3 , nu= 5, ns = 2) and employing the same selection algorithm ( selecting 2
out o f 5 users) as above, outperforms all previous cases. This is due to the reduction in
intra-user correlations (by distributing the arrays around the users), and reduction in inter
user correlations (by employing correlation reduction algorithm) which led to more
spatial separation o f the mobile users.
Curves 5 (np = 8, « i= 3, n s/ nu= 3/5) and 6 (np = 12, m = 4, n s / nu= 3/5) show the
case when selecting 3 mobile users out of 5. Bad performance is recognized even with
reduction in intra-user (distributing more arrays) and reduction in inter-user correlations.
This is due to the large inter-user interference which dominates the performance even
with increased SNR.
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Effect of distributing basestation antennas on BER
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Figure 6.9. Effect of distributing the basestation antennas on the system
performance
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Effect of inter-user correlation reduction
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Figure 6.10. Effect of inter-user correlation reduction on average bit error
rate.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
The main motive behind employing MIMO systems in the fourth generation broadband
wireless is their ability to transmit several data symbols, in each channel use,
simultaneously and on the same frequency band. This makes MIMO communication
systems the future of wireless systems as it offers tremendous increase in data rates with
high quality and reliability. This increase doesn’t require additional power or bandwidth.
It is because by having multiple antennas at both ends of the wireless link, several
independent spatial subchannels are opened between the transmitter and the receiver
through which several data symbols can be spatially multiplexed to the receiving end.
These spatial subchannels can be used to serve either multiple users in a space division
multiple access (SDMA) system or/and a single user in a time division multiple access
(TDMA) system.
However, correlations within the channel matrix (in both TDMA and SDMA
systems) diminish the degree of independence between these subchannels which in turn
heavily reduce channel capacity and system performance. Another obstacle in the way of
widely implementing SDMA systems is the near-far problem which imbalances the
channel matrix and increases the eigenvalue spread and condition number of the channel
matrix. This situation greatly degrades system performance.
In this thesis, we considered the above two problems. We developed several
decorrelation algorithms that aim at improving MIMO channel capacity. We proposed to
have the basestation antennas distributed, as arrays of several antennas each, into
different sites and placed at low heights within the microcell. We modeled a frequency
selective MIMO channel with Ricean distributed correlated channel matrix entries
(according to the angles o f departure / arrival, angular spectrum and angular spread at
each array) and which takes into account the line of sight, shadowing and pathloss to each
array’s site.
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First, in a single user propagation scenario, assuming perfect channel knowledge at
the transmitter and receiver, and a Ricean

frequency selective-fading channel, we

developed selection algorithms both in space dimension (distributed antennas) and in
frequency dimension (OFDM tones) that aim at improving the system performance by
reducing MIMO channel matrix correlations (intra-user correlation), increasing spatial
diversity and reducing system complexity.
Next, in a downlink multiuser (each with several antennas) propagation scenario, we
developed a decorrelation algorithm that improved the spatial separability of the mobile
users by reducing the inter-user correlations (a correlation of the channel matrix of a user
to that of another user). Distributing the arrays around the users also balances the channel
matrix leading to significant reduction in the effect of the near-far problem. Several data
symbols can be spatially multiplexed to each user over each assigned OFDM tone (water
filling is used to determine the relative power of each symbol) with high reliability and
with good system throughput.
Next, in an uplink multiuser (each with a single antenna) propagation scenario, we
extended the decorrelation algorithm to enhance an uplink SDMA signaling scheme in
which the basestation, with distributed-adaptive antenna arrays, employed the
decorrelation algorithm to, besides improved spatial separation of mobile users, reduced
the training time needed for the convergence of the filter weights (using an iterative LMS
adaptive algorithm).
Finally, we developed an enhanced uplink multiuser (each with two antennas)
propagation scenario in which the selected users, based on the decorrelation algorithm,
transmit Alamouti space-time codewords to the distributed basestation antennas.

Suggestions for Future Research:
•

In practice, the channel and its parameters (such as antenna correlations) cannot
be estimated perfectly. The performance of the decorrelation algorithms and the
SDMA signaling schemes need to be characterized with channel estimation
errors.
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•

In this thesis, we have assumed the optical fiber link to be error and interference
free. In practice however, the optical fiber link is a non-linear channel with
limited dynamic range and since the OFDM signal has a large peak to average
power ratio (PAPR), the dynamic range will be even more limited. A proper
PAPR reduction technique of the OFDM signal and appropriate equalization
technique of the optical fiber link need to be applied to the distributed antenna
system and investigated.

•

The number o f tones allocated to users depends on the correlation situation of
each user’s channel matrix. It is interesting to find techniques that guarantees a
constant requested data rates for a user or group of users based on the
decorrelation algorithm.

•

The performance of a degenerate MIMO channel (a key-hole MIMO channel) or a
MIMO channel with cross-polarized antennas with a distributed basestation
antennas is worth investigating.

•

Finally, the deployment of the decorrelation algorithms on systems employing
space-time trellis codes, dirty paper coding, and other space-time signaling
schemes is an interesting research problem.
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Appendix A
Beamforming and SDMA

A.1

Classifications of Antenna Arrays

Antennas may be classified as isotropic (omni-directional), directional, phased array and
adaptive antennas. An isotropic antenna is an antenna which has equal gain in all
directions, while a directional antenna is an antenna which has more gain in certain
directions (boresight directions) and less gain in others. Usually the antenna gain is
measured with respect to the isotropic antenna. For example a directional antenna of 10
dBi gain means the gain of this antenna is 10 times more in the boresight direction
compared to the isotropic antenna for the same input power. Passive antennas are
considered reciprocal meaning that the power pattern is valid for both transmission as
well as reception [89].
Composed o f several antennas, phased array antenna combines the signals received
on these antennas to produce an array output (Figure A.l). The phases of the received
signals are adjusted such that the signals due to a source, in a certain direction, are
combined in phase and this increases the gain of the antenna towards the desired source.
In adaptive antennas, not only the phase but also the gain of the induced signals is
dynamically adjusted to increase the gain of the antenna towards the desired direction.
This adaptation is controlled by the system [90].
In downlink SDMA signaling schemes, the basestation encodes the signals
transmitted to all users such that each user obtains the desired SINR. By assuming the
CSI to be known to both the transmitter and the receiver, several transmit schemes have
been proposed in the literature such as the transmit zero-forcing, MMSE and dirty paper
coding (DPC) [91][78]. Next, we briefly go through different types of beamformers as a
brief introduction to different SDMA techniques.
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Figure A.I. Block diagram of a narrow-band adaptive beamformer
antenna.

A.2

Antenna Beamformers

The array pattern or beam pattern is an indication of the power received by the array from
a particular direction due to a source located at that direction. Traditionally, beamforming
is defined as the process of maximizing the array beam pattern in a particular direction. In
MIMO systems, it is highly desirable for the signal(s) that are transmitted from a certain
antenna array (source) to be received from all directions. We would like to have a
channel with a rich scattering environment that generates large angular spreads at both
the transmitting and the receiving antenna arrays. In such a channel, several spatial data
pipes are opened between the transmitter and the receiver. These pipes are not necessarily
located in the area between the transmitting and receiving arrays. Some of theses pipes
might be “connected” to the array, either receiving or/and transmitting, from behind. It is
because o f the scatterers around the arrays that reflect the signals in many directions that
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the fading of these signals is independent creating the spatial data pipes and increasing
the rank of the channel matrix.
The beam pattern can be steered (rotated), into different directions, by mechanical
rotation of the array. More effective and quick steering can be achieved electronically by
adjusting the phases of the signals received on different elements to point the beam into a
desired direction. This direction is some times called the look direction. The beam pattern
can also be nulled (made of low value or almost zero) in other direction. The number of
antenna elements determines the amount of beamforming flexibility. The beam pattern of
a single-element array cannot be changed while the pattern of a two element array can be
adjusted by changing the complex weight of one antenna relative to the other antenna to
place one maxima (or minima) in a certain direction. With three-element antenna array,
two positions on the beam pattern can be adjusted. With n j antenna elements nT —1
positions can be controlled such as placing a maxima towards a desired target and nT —2
minims (nulls) towards nT - 2 undesired targets. So with n j antenna array we have an
array of a so called nT -1 degrees of freedom [92].
In a multiuser channel, each mobile source will induce a steering vector (i.e., array
response vector or a spatial signature) on the basestation array. Signals received from (or
transmitted to) undesired sources can be cancelled by exploiting the flexibility of the
antenna array weighting. The cancellation of one interfering signal by placing one null in
the pattern uses one degree o f freedom of the array (see Figure A.2). A null in an antenna
pattern denotes a zero response. In practice, however, that is seldom achievable, and one
creates a pattern with a reduced response toward undesirable interferers. Formation of
nulls in the antenna pattern toward co-channel mobiles helps to reduce the co-channel
interference. In the downlink, less energy is transmitted from the basestation toward these
mobiles, reducing the interference from the basestation to them. In the uplink, this helps
to reduce the contribution from these mobiles at the basestation [92][93].
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A null of user’s 2 pattern
toward user 1
User 1

A null of user’s 1
pattern toward user 2

User 2

Figure A.2. A propagation scenario of a base-station system employing an
SDMA technique to serve many mobiles using nullsteering.

A.2.1 Traditional Beamformer
The traditional beamformer is a delay-and-sum beamformer where all weights are of
equal magnitude but the phases are selected to steer the array towards a desired direction
(the look direction). The array weight vector, w , is given by
w = — e0
nR

(A .l)

where e0 is the antenna array steering vector (or unit spatial signature) and nR is the
number o f antenna elements within the array. This receiver, using electronic steering, acts
just like steering the array mechanically in the look direction.
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Figure A.3 shows the delay-and-sum beamformer for the case of two receiving
antennas (n R = 2 ) separated by a distance D . If the wavefront is impinging the array at
angle 0 and induces the signal rx(t) on the first element then after time
T

D cos 9
c

(A.2)

it will induce the signal r2(t —T ) on the second antenna element. If we delay the signal
on the first by T seconds, then the two signals are in-phase and can be added
constructively. This beamformer enhances the SNR in the absence of any interferer
source and when the noise signals, picked up at the antennas, are uncorrelated. If the
noise vector isn = a 2\ then the output noise power is:
p n = wHnw
(A.3)

We conclude that the noise power output from the array is reduced nR times which makes
the array gain to ben R. In the presence of an interferer s7 (operating on the same
frequency band), the output from the array due to this interferer is
(A.4)

We see that the desired signal is jammed by the interference resulting in reduced SINR.
A.2.2 Null-steering Beamformer
The null-steering beamformer intends at canceling the signals arriving from (or
transmitted to) undesired mobile users. It produces nulls (a zero response) in the array
manifold (response pattern) toward unwanted mobile users. One scheme [94] achieves
null steering by estimating
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Array

Figure A.3. Delay and sum beamformer.

(using delay-and-sum) the interference signal and then subtracting it from the array
output. This method is cumbersome as the number of interference sources increases.
Another approach by Godara [95] and further developed by [96] [97] [98], steers a
unity response towards the desired user and nulls undesired nu users by estimating the
weight vector W such that
w"s0 = l
w"s, = 0

(A.5)
k = 1,2,-■-,nu

(A.6)

which can be written as
w"A = cr
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where
A = [s0,s ,,---,s „ J

(A.8)

c = p ,0 , - ,O f .

(A.9)

and

By making the number of BS antennas rij = nij+1, A will become a square matrix and if
the vectors s, are linearly independent then w should be:
w = (crA - y

(A. 10)

So w is the first row of A-1 which gives unity response to the desired user and nulls the
unwanted users. If A is not square then a pseudo-inverse of A can be used instead
w = (crA

"

(

A

A

(

A

.

l

l

)

The problem of this beamformer is that it enhances the noise on the received signal and it
does not minimize the uncorrelated noise (as in the delay-and-sum case).
A.2.3 Adaptive Beamformer
This beamformer uses a pilot signal to estimate the filter weights (training process). It
subtracts the array output from the pilot signal to produce an error signal used to optimize
the filter weights by minimizing the MSE (between the pilot signal and the array output)
as follows [99][100]
e(n ) —d (n ) —w Hu (« ).

(A.12)

M SE = £ { e (H )2} = £ { |J ( « ) f - w HR w -2 w " p } .

(A.13)

p = £ { u ( W> /(W)}.

(A. 14)

The solution of this minimization problem is the well known Wiener-Hoff equation
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(A. 15)
The main disadvantage of this “one shot” solution is the complexity when the dimension
of R increases.
A.3

Nishimura Comparison of Nullsteering versus Beam Steering Beamformers

Nishimura et al. considered a downlink SDMA system where the basestation, of n j
antennas, is transmitting to nu users o f one antenna each [17]. The received signal by the
tfh user is:

rk = & Y , w isi + nk

(A. 16)

i=i

where the channel vector seen by the h!k user is
g* = [£ i

g2- g j

(A. 17)

and the transmit filter is
(A. 18)
and 5, is the signal for the i‘h user, and finally nk is the noise.
Equation (A. 16) can be written as follows to represent the signal vector received by all
users
r = GWs + n

(A. 19)

r = \rxr2 " rnJ

(A.20)

G = [gi g2—gnJ

(A.21)

W = [w, w 2-- w „J

(A.22)

where
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» = [s1s 2 — s f

(A .23)

n = [«, n2---n „ J

(A.24)

A.3.1 Transmit MRC
For transmit MRC W =

which makes the effective signal model be:

r = GG"s + n

(A.25)

If the channel vectors of the users are uncorrelated then GGH is almost diagonal and
each user obtains his signal corrupted only by noise ( interference free ).
A.3.2 Transmit Null-steering
For null steering, W should be transmit zeroforcing:
W = G"(GG//r 1

(A.26)

In case each user have nR antennas, the signalreceived by the kth user is:

n = G J w t st +

w,s, +n]

(A.27)

i= \J * k

and by employing receive MRC then
H

" t'

/t = ( G * w t ) Gkw ksk + 2

w,.s(. 4n

= w i Bi w ks k + impairment

(A.28)

(A.29)

where:
B*=G"G4
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is a non-negative definite Hermitian matrix. For maximum SNR, the transmitted signal
should be rotated along the direction of the eigenvector, v*k,max, that corresponds to the
maximum eigenvalue of B *. By singular value decomposition,
= U *S *(V *)

(A.31)

then,
w i ='uf-max

(A.32)

To null the interference caused by user m on user k, the following condition must apply;
w "B,w m= 0

(A.32)

This condition is satisfied when

w . = « ? ■ -'

(A.33)

is the eigenvector corresponding to a null eigenvalue.
To suppress the interference of user k on all other users:
•

constraint 1:

< E

B»w- = °

(A-34)

k =1 Jc

•

constraint 2:

maximize the beam transmitted to the desired user:
rnax(w"Bmw m)

(A.35)

Generally speaking, the weight vector w m is a linear combination of N null eigenvectors
as follows:

n= 1
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which can be written as:
w m = E mcm

(A.37)

£„=[<£■<£•-<£]

(A.38)

« .= [ * ,'

(A.39)

where

n,

B. = E

k = \,k ^ m

B*

(A-40)

The c ” coefficients can be found from constraint 2 as follows;
w m" Bmw m = (E_cm)
BraEm
Emcm m = cm" Fm c mm
I
m m j
m c
m m= c"mEfB
tn mm

(A.41)
v
/

so to maximize the above, the vector cmshould be the eigenvector that corresponds to the
maximum eigenvalue o f Fm i.e
(A.42)
Finally optimum transmit weight vector that maximizes the signal towards the desired
user and nullify the undesired users is
= E mcm= K ”

--v*" ] v ^

(A.43)

Simulations show that the nullsteering scheme outperforms the MRC scheme because of
higher diversity gain. This scheme gets much more complicated with the increase of the
number o f users.
A.4

Rim Downlink Nullsteering Technique

Rim et al. proposed the following downlink nullsteering technique [19]. The input-output
relationship can be written as:
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r , = G , t + nk

(A.44)

where, for the Uh user, Gt is channel matrix, rk is the received signal vector, nt is the
received noise and t is

‘=

(A-45)
i=l

W * = V t E„
is the nr x

hr beamforming

(A.46)
matrix for the tth mobile user,Ew is n j x riR with l's on the

main diagonal and 0's otherwise.
The matrix V is obtained from the singular value decomposition of the channel matrix

G:
G = USV"

(A.47)

To eliminate the interference caused by the Jdh user to all other users, Gt is chosen
orthogonal to the matrix

Gj- =[Gf •••Gf_1G?+1- G " f

(A.48)

To make

GkWk= 0

(A.49)

w* is chosen to be;
W*

=VkE„-GfiG.G^G^E,

(A.50)

then

G f W, = G f V1E„ - G f G ?(G f G ? r ‘G f V,E» = 0
This fulfills the above constraint.
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